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Tonight and Wednesday
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WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, It's 80
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EAST LAS VEGAS
SHOWS GAIN
POPULATION

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, MARCH
21, 1911
his departure, Mr. Ballinger issued a
statement in the course of which he
said:
"As to Mr. Pinchot and his companions, in their, plot to injure anil
defame me, f propose to take ample
time in planning a legal campaign for
retributive justice. I have given the
subject no mature reflection as regards the jurisdiction or the scope
of the proceedings-

SANTA FE WRECK

CLAIMS

35 AS

VICTIMS

WICKER5HAM

ATTACKS

RECALL

Cleveland, O., March 21. Dedica
TO
tory exercises of Cleveland's $4,000,
000 federal building were concluded
last night with a banquet under the
I
auspices of the Chamber of Com
merce, at which 350 of the city's lead
ing men ana distinguished
guests
were present. The main address was
by Attorney General George W. Wick- ersham, who spoke on the "The State
and Nation."' Mr. Wickersham mada THOUSAND FOREIGNERS ATTACK
a strong plea for an independent ju
AMERICANS IN AN ILLINOIS
diciary and scored the recall as the
COAL CAMP
latest invention of
progressive government."

MILITIA

QUELL

UtMUNSTKAT

BY MINERS

shoot if the marchers came to town
Many of the foreigners are drun'i a"i)
in a disagreeable
temper, ar.d if
necessary, martial law will be de
clared. Bloodshed is feared wheu the

soldiers attempt to disarm
eigners.
PASSENGER

tte

oi

-

DIAZ TOO PROUD
TO TREAT WITH

INSURRECTOS

GOES INSANE

Albuquerque, N- - M., March 21.
THIRTEENTH DECENNIAL
CENHenry Sanders of California, Mo.,
CALIFORNIA OVERLAND IN SERI
was
taken off of Santa Fe train No. run I ms REASON DSnDcm
SUS GIVES THIS CITY 3,755
BIG MALLETT JUMPS TRACK
OUS COLLISION NEAR KING2
here
at 4:05 yesterday afternoon.
PEACE NEGOTIATIONS ARE
One of the Santa Fe's big new
INHABITANTS
MAN, ARIZONA
a
in
demented
state of mind. Sand-erMaliett locomotives jumped the track
EXPECTED TO FAIL
was en route from Los Angelei
at Fulton today just after passenger
THE WEST SIDE IS SMALLER train No. 10 had
DRIVE THEM FROM WORK to Missouri, accompanied. by his wife REBELS
passed that station. NONE IS FATALLY INJURED
EXPECTINTERVENTION
and two children. Some distance west
The monster engine is said to have
BODY
TO
IN
LIE
of
STATE
Albuquerque he became mentally
IT HAS 3,179 PEOPLE, OR 576 torn up the track for a distance of DASHED INTO ACCOMMODATION
AND unbalanced. Sanders is a member of THEY DO NOT
Denver, March 21 In behalf of the ARMED WITH SHOTGUNS
some feet but it is reported nobody
BELIEVE MINISTER
LESS THAN, TWIN
TRAIN WHICH HAD FAILED TO
the Elks and Masons.
was Injured- The wrecker was sent
family, Frederick G. Moffat, a nephew
DRUNK, MOB ALMOST PRELIMANTOUR'S
MISSION WILL
SISTER
CLEAR THE MAIN LINE
of David H. Moffat, has consented to
out after No. 10 had arrived here and
CIPITATES RIOT
Br
Riirrccccin
the
suggestion of Governor Shafroth
it was intended to repair the track
Amltv Citv. La.. March 21 . Thn
SIZEOFOTHER MUNICIPALITIES and put the engine back on the rails COACHES REMAINED ON RAILS that Mr. Moffat's body should lie In BLOODSHED LIKELY
TO OCCUR Rev.
state at the capitol, and for tw
with as little delay as possible. The
Clyde Doyle, yesterday pleaded M A D E R 0 IS NOT MAFINfi
hours on Thursday, beginning;
Maliett arrived here yesterday. It
gumy 10 a cnarge or Digamy ana re
LAS CRUCES, SILVER CITY, TU ia one of the largest
engines of that IMPACT WAS TERRIFIC, THROW 10:30 o'clock, in the morning, th SERIOUS TROUBLE
EXPECTED eelved a sentence of four years in HE CONCENTRATES
FORCES WITH
public will be allowed to , view th
CUMCARI
AND
CARLSBAD
the penitentiary. Doyle came here
type owned by the Santa Fe and was
ING OCCUPANTS OF CARS
WHEN SOLDIERS ATTEMPT
' A VIEW
at
remains
state
the
A
TO
house.
VIGWAGING
Baldwin
works
two
the
guard
completed
COUNTS ANNOUNCED
by
only
years ago and married a Miss
IN HEAPS
TO DISARM STRIKERS
of honor from the National Guard
a short time ago. It was being sent
OROUS CAMPAIGN
Mixson. Later It was learned that he
will be stationed around the caskei
south for service when it jumped the
left a wife in Texas. He fled, but
Los Angeles, March 21. According in the rotunda of the
Washington, March 21. Director of
Gillespie, Ills., March 21. Three was captured and brought here.
capitol.
track.
San Antonio, Tex., March 21. Mem
to reports to the Santa Fe general
the Census E. Dana Durand today
arrived
companies of state miitia
bers
of the revolutionary junta here
offices here, the westbound California
announced the population figures on
here this morning and seven others
not
do
believe Finance Minister Li-- .
on
Overland
a
the Santa Fe was in
are due during the day to quell the
five New Mexico cities and towns as
will be able to effect a peace
TRAGEDY
manfoiAr
FOLLOWED foreign miners who are preventing FIFTEEN HUNDRED
collision near Kingman, Ariz., late
shown by the Thirteenth
decennial
with President Diaz, even
agreement
e
last erehing. About thirty-fivthe 'American miners from working.
pascensus, as follows:
If he would. The junta expects Ameri
were
none
The
trouble
started
sengers
at
ween
injured,
seriously.
Benton, a
EAST LAS VEGAS 3,755.
ALL-NIGintervention in Mexico within a
ORGY ago, with a strike of the foreign - GUARDSMEN
TO CHINA SLAIN A branch train on the siding failed
GO can
WEST LAS VEGAS, 3,179.
week.
They say Diaz is too proud
who
to clear the main track, the engine
Induced
the Americans
miners,
LAS CRUCES, 3,836.
and dictatorial to accept any proposito. quit. The local union officials ruled
ef the Overland striking it. The
SILVER CITY, 3,217.
coaches did not leave the track, but CHICAGO WOMAN WHO SHOT against the foreigners and ordered GOVERNMENT
RUMORS CURRENT OF ASSASSI
WILL PAY EX tion toward restoring peace that
would be accepted by the rebels.
HER
them
to
back
HUSBAND
work.
The
Americans
IS
HELD
the
were
TUCUMCARI, 2,526.
thrown
in
passengers
NATION PRACTICALLY
heaps.
PENSES OF THE MILITIA OFand since then the foreign
returned
Bearing out the assertion that ma
when
so
crash
was
the
terriific
CARLSBAD 1,736.
FOR
came,
MURDER
CONFIRMED
FICERS AT MANEUVERS
neuvers
to
ers
been
have
only are intended, General
trying
the impact.
pursuadethem
Other towns In the territory for
to quit.
will take the field tomorrow
Smith
which figures were made public toChicago, March 21. Mrs. Charles
21. A
Cologne, Germany, March
Washington, March 21. Of the
with the first brigade and march to
Early this morning a thousand
BISHOP PETERKIN IS 70
Schenk, who confessed she shot her
day were .Artesia, 1,883; Clayton, dispatch to the Cologne Gazette from
acceptances from the state mili- Leon Springs for target practice.
miners
from
returned
foreign
Benton,
21.
W.
March
Va.,
Parkereburg,
husband Saturday after a night of
970; Gallup, 2,204; Isleta, 1,085; La- - Pekin, reports M. Korostovetz, Rus
many armed with shotguns, and drove tia, of the war department's invitaC Tin 1 KOO. PnrtalAD 1 900 . Cn
Tunn
sian minister
to China, has been Rt. Rev. George W. Peterkin, bishop revelry late yesterday was held by the the deputy sheriffs from the mines. tion to participate in the army maMadero Plans to Strike
1,362; Silver City,
2,700;
Socorro, murdered in Pekin, thus confirming of the Protestant Episcopal diocese grand jury on a charge of murder.
They then compelled the Americans neuvers in Texas and California,
El Paso, Tex., March 21. That
1,560. In each instance, except that rumors which were current in St. of West Virginia, celebrated his sevWhile giving her testimony, Mrs. to leave the' mines. The mob
stopped about fifteen hundred, it was decided Francisco I. Madero, provlsionel presito cVistnm
entieth birthday anniversary
rf "InlT'nn a aiiKconHnl
today. Schenk was overcome and fell strik
Petersburg yesterday.
Mine No. 1, and then marched today, will be sent under federal ap- dent of Mexico, with an army of 1,000
In population. Gallup lost' 742, com
Bishop Peterkin Is a native of Mary ing her head against a desk receiving through the main street of Gillespie, propriation. These will be apporlnsurreotoa, Is operating south of
land and served on General Pendlepared vith the 1900 census, while the
painful cut over the eye. She relat
Mine No. 3 and from there back tioned according to the strength of the Casas Grande, with a view to arranK- IN HOTEL
EXPLOSION
ton's staff in the civil war. He was ed the incidents of the party, which to Benton.
towns of Artesia and Clayton were
various state militias. Others. K they mg a 3unctOTe wlth General Orozco,
French Lick Springs, Ind., March 21. ordained In 1869 and filled pulpits in
not listed In the count of ten years
she said had been in celebration of
of the go, must do so at the expense of their at the head ot 800 rebels, for a deOnly the
The 600 guests at the French Lick Richmond and Baltimore prior to comthe fourteenth wedding anniversary other citizens prevented bloodshed. own state or territory.
ago.
cisive attack in case the peace nego
hotel were roused from their beds earing to Parkersburg in 1878 as first of "Chick" Frazer, a former National as many Gillespie citizens had armed
tiations fail, was announced by the reof
an
dynamite bishop of West Virginia,
explosion
ly today by
themselves and declared they wouH
l eague ball player.
Greater Las Vegas Second City
volutionary
junta here today.
SOLD AN INDIAN LIQUOR
or giant rowder in a new building be
She said she had been put to bed by
ia allnging hla forces1 with
"Madero
Greater Las VegaB, according to the ing constructed by the hotel company.
21.
N.
March
M.,
Albuquerque,
other women of the party, but was
the determination of waging the bit
census figures, undoubtedly deserves The explosion caused considerable ex
Pleading guilty to a charge of selling terest kind of warfare If notWn?
soon
call
Schenk
awakened
after
by
GENERAL
BROOKES
IDOL
IS
POPULAR
second
BRYAN
the honor of ranking as the
liquor to an Indian, in violation of comes
citement, but little damage was done.
of the promises Toft by Mining her from downstairs. She got a
federal statutes, 'Dan Miller was
the
largest city in New Mexico. According The cause of the explosion Is not
hurand
Limantour wheu that
of
Veburglars,
ister
revolver,
fearing
Las
1900
East
to the census of
COMING THIS WEEK arraigned before Judge Ira A. Abbott, official Finance from New York,
OF THEJBIOCRACY ried to the top of the stairs. There
known, but Thomas Taggart, presideparted
The
of
court
3,552.
a
had
States
United
in
district
the
population
gas
dent of the company, said the exGonzaJo Garza, provisional sec
she said she could see her husband
1910 census gives it a population of
yesterday afternoon and sentenced to said
were used by the contractors
plosives
admitted
She
of state, here today. Dia
stairs.
on
the
E
HERE
retary
The
WILL
stooping
203
BE
THURSDAY
In
of
60
a
serve
or
the
people.
THE
county jail.
gain
3,755,
days
make way for the OVER TWELVE HUNDRED OF
to
rock
In
blasting
said
to act quickly or Madero
but
will
have
was
revolver
the
D.
discharged,
1910 census gives the town of Las
United States DlBtrict Attorney
AND INSPECT COMPANY H
FAITHFUL LAUD HIM AT
foundation of the new bunding and
there is any pros
consider
shot
not
the
of
not
will
know
are
did
comshe
firing
no
afternoon
J.
while
3,179,
figures
Leahy yesterday
Vegas
THAT EVENING
accidental.
BANQUET
was
Several
of
couriers, Bear
of
probably
the
no
peace.
and had
even")
knowledge
available for 1900. This makes the
pleted the work of organizing the pect
In
conferences
the
of
full
reports
two
and
towns,
,
after.
Juries.
of
States
United
ing
the
total population
grand
petit
a
of
For
the
21.
pre
Between
purpose
making
and
RECOVERING.
the
March
Limantour
JOHNSON
between
Neb.,
Lincoln,
TOM
The grand Jury began working yes- New York
which are one as far as commercial
liminary inspection of Company H. terday, but adjourned after( examin- revolutionary representatives, crossed
Cleveland, O., March 21. Follow- twelve and thirteen hundred followactivities are concerned and really
CHILD
MOTHER DEMANDS
ew Mexico National Guard, Adjutant ing one witness.
the Rio Grande before daylight today
make up one big community, 6,934. ing his rally, yesterday, former Mayor ers of William Jennings Bryan last
the
of
a
the
The
in
demanding
the
For
attended
been
complimentary
purpose
has
who
Santa
night
District
than
Tom L. Johnson,
Attorney Leahy yesterday headed for the Madero camp.
This Is considerably larger
General A. S. Brookes, In command
was banquet tendered him by the Lincoln custody of her minor child, Alfredo
In pos
will
be
for
been
four
of
a
number
have
for
which
days,
examined
condition
president
applicants
and
serious
provisional
Roswell,
Fe
of the military forces of the territory,
Mr. Bryan club.
States. session of all facts In the proposed
Cordova, aged 11 years, Mrs. Estefa-ult- a
citizenship in the United
claiming to be the second cities ot today reported a little stronger.
"will
be here Thursday evening. Gen- Their examination will be completed
beit
attendance
of
brought
In
Muniz
appeared
when
P.
point
yesterday
nourishment
more
took
the territory.
Johnson
peace negotiations within forty-eigh- t
simof
a
will
Brookes'
for
crowd
eral
prove
Manuel
Martinez.
coming
the
seemwill
be
largest
Probate
fore
several
granttogether
Judge
late today and
hours."
he awoke from a long sleep. He
held in Lincoln for many The child Is now in the custody of the benefit to the company and will en- ed final papers.
A newspaper correspondent, Just
ed much refreshed. He asked for the ilar function
MISSING WOMAN SEEN HERE
and the presence of such rec- father, Juan P. Cordova, from whom able it to get In better condition to
years
read
valet
his
had
from a tour of Tepac, bonora
and
back
It is believed that Mrs Elsie B. dally papers
ognized democratic leaders as Champ Mrs. Muniz was divorced, later mar- pass the Inspection of a United States
declares at least seven.
news.
and
Sinaloa,
the
all
important
In
Denver
Wertz, who left her home
Clark, Governor Shafroth of Colorado, rying Muniz. Judge Martinez will set army officer who will be here early MOBILIZATION
are In the field in
rebels
OF
thousand
March 14, is in Las Vegas and is
Senator Owen of Oklahoma, Senator-elec- t a date for the hearing of evidence and next month. He Is a
and that no Ameri
soldier
states
three
the
thorough
conwandering around in a demented
Kern of Indiana and Senator-elec- t
Cordova,
will
order
and
to
the
able
in
will
are
arguments
and
be
boys
any of the commands.
give
SUCCESS cans insurrectos
dition. A woman answering her de- BUSINESS DULL IN
Hitchcock of Nebraska, gave it
to be present. preliminary
will
in
Mora,
resides
instructions
that
Include Dotn tne
who
The
an interest more than state-widscription was seen today by several
of two greatly Increase their efficiency- The
are
the
classes.
wealthiest
parents
The
and
couple
the
poorest
wanThe promoters of the banquet
Las Vegas people. The woman
7
WOOL MARKET
THE
Damacio,
has
been
and
aged
visiting:
Alfredo
sons,
adjutant general
MAJOR GENERAL CARTER MAKES
which took the form of a dollar dindered up and down the alleys and
other companies of the guard during
Limantour Pleads for peace
years.
conceal
to
that
no
OFFICIAL REPORT TO WAR
made
attempt
asked people whom she met to direct
ner,
weeks.
several
the
Mexico
past
City, March 21. With a
as
Intended
her to the territorial Insane hospital. BUYERS AWAIT OPENING OF THE the function was In part
DEPARTMENT
all Mexicans that with
to
warning
a denial of the statement that Mr. REBELS SUDDENLY DISAPPEAR
The woman appeared to be crazy
EXTRA SESSION OF
rebellion continues the
the
every
day
ROOSEVELT IN LOS ANGELES
and glanced furtively about as though
Bryan had been repudiated as the
TecateMex., March 21. The rebel
March 20. The manCONGRESS
international
complications
Washington,
of
danger
Colonel
own
21.
come
to
his
state,
in
her
March
his
would
Los
leader of
Angeles,
party
she feared harm
forces disappeared over .night and the
arrived and went into increases, a plea to them to rally to
division
euver
and several speakers emphasized that federals have abandoned their ex- Theodore Roosevelt was given a
from some unexpected source. The '
camp at San Antonio with as little the support of President Diaz, and a
Boston, March 21. Very little busi the guest of honor was still to them
posed position, paralleling the bound hearty reception this morning on his turmoil and confusion as would ordipolice were notified this afternoon ness
domestic
in
either
declaration that the government never
is done locally
the leader of democracy.
and began a search for the woman.
ary line for a more secure position arrival In Los Angeles. A reception
few battalions of can enter into peace negotiations with
a
with
occur
narily
the
while
strength
nearer town.
committee of prominent cltiezns met
Yesterday The Optic received a let- or foreign wools,
according to reports received Individuals in arms, Minister Liman
him at the station and escorted him troops, war
ter from the woman's husband, W. abroad does not affect the prices
BOY SCOUTS
TO RECONCILE
department from Major tour last evening entered upon the
the
to his hotel. Colonel Roosevelt will by
G. Wertz, which was published in this here. Good territory sells at 50 cents
New York, March 21. A plan is
General Carter commanding.
task of pacification' which the world,
remain here until tomorrow night,
three- paper. Those who saw the strange on a scoured basis, while
General Car- at least, has set for hint and In the
being worked out by which the Boy SIX OF MAYBRAVS
movement,
whole
The
ArMrs.
Is
north.
she
for
will
the
when he
woman today believe
depart
eighths blood Ohio fleece can be Scouts of 22 different nations will
has produced nothing but outcome of which the world ia Inter- rangements have been made for sever- - ter says,Wertz. The police will not stop their
This
another.
one
with
a
show
correspond
28
cents, Buyers
GANG PLEAD GUILTY
for
satisfaction so far as the detraining
search until they have located the bought
publlc functions In honor of the ex- Sir Geueal
to await the opening of scheme, originated by
and going into camp is concerned.
(Contlnued on Page Five)
Anher
In
disposition
Los
discovered
his
and
wanderer
stay
president during
strange
has in mind the
Robert Baden-Powelbeen
has
work
The
quartermaster's
and
the extra session of congress
Identity.
aim of promoting friendship among EACH IS GIVEN JAIL SENTENCE geles.
well handled, he adds. Many of the
with full bins, the local dealers are boys of different countries and thus
AND A FINE OF ONE THOU-SANmistakes of 1898 are being avoided.
DIRECTORS ACCEPT
GREAT HIGHWAY FOR IOWA
paying little attention to the new creating in the boys, and therefore
maneuvers
recent
ot
DOLLARS
value
The
"the
Fort Dodge, la., March 21. Plans to
BALLINGER TO SUE
clip. Arizona wools are being offered in the citizens of the future,
evident, General Carara
construct
a great highway across the camps is plainly conduct
cordiale."
GOULD'S RESIGNATION
Arrangements
Pulled
basis.
on
scoured
a
of all the ofat 50 bents
21
In
the
Six
March
ter
Council
says,
Bluffs, la.,
now being made so that the Bey
northern part of Iowa, to connect
Tho
camp
dull.
San Antonio.
PINCIIOTFOR LIBEL wool is also
Scouts of America will seid postal of the defendants In the
Sioux City on the Missouri river with ficers at
saniOF
OF 'PRESIDENT
IN PLACE
cards to fellow scouts in England, Maybray swindling cases, who had Dubuque and the Mississippi river, routine la already systematized,
are
being
rapidly
arrangements
tary
Australia
BE.
HE
meetPACIFIC
A
JURY
MISSOURI
a
India,
at
GET
TO
were
here
France,
HARD
discussed
to
of
Germany,
the
today
CAMusing
charges
pleaded guilty
HE WILL INSTITUTE LEGAL
H
completed, and the men are becomother countries, and that
COMES CHAIRMAN
mails in promoting fake sporting ing of the executive officera and direcIndependence, Kan., March 21. In and various
marches.
PAIGN FOR RETRIBUTIVE
hardened
practice
by
will be encouraged
tors of the Hawkeye Highway Im- ing
,
dicationa are that a jury will not be correspondents
JUSTICE
of different naUcns. events, were sentenced this morning
the
boys
among
provement association.
.New York, March 21. George J.
obtained in the case of A. A. Trusto five months in jail and to pay a
JAPANESE LEAVE TRINIDAD
Gould
with
today tendered his resignation
kett of Oaney, Kan., charged
fine of $1,000 each. Those sentenced
21. The ex- as
Washmgton, March 21. Richard
of the Missouri Pacific
, Trinidad, Colo., March
BILL
DEAD
SUFFRAGE
president
a
THAYER
NATHANIEL
DEFEATS
D.
as
S.
J.
Lwealthy
known
Neeley,
B.
were:
Hlndeman,
A. Ballinger, former secretary of the murdering
coal
the
from
campB
at
a
of
railroad
odus
to21.
Nathaniel
Japanese
meeting of the direcThayof Lima, O., before
21. The "Honey Grove TCIdf" R. L. (Darby)
Boston,. March
Des Moines, Ia.; March
interior, who departed for the west oil operator
become noticeable. tors and was elected chairman of the
has
In
this
vicinity
railroad
proone
Geo.
of
for
a
'the
ball
state
discussion
er,
pioneer
The
a
former
senate
passed 'juror
after an; exciting
player;
Thlelman,
last evening, will begin a libel suit night
at Several hundred eubjeots of the Mi- board. The presidency was left va
cause this afternoon and when-courtoday defeated the resolution for Ryan, Tom Davles. C. T. Phllpot and moters of the United States, died diagainst Glffort Pinchot and others
kado have quit the mines and left cant at Mr. Gould's request, in the
in this city Be was a
as soon as he has had time to rest adjourned the defense had tactitly woman suffrage by a vote of 27 'to W. I. Crider. Several other cases are his home
...
the state within the last two weeks.
rector in many big corporations.
hope of filling It in the near future.
.
21.
pending.
from the duties of his office. Before accepted eight veniremen.
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DEATH CLAIMS A SCHOOL ELECTION DEPOSITS IN THElTEACHERS

GOTO

NEW MEXICO

TAKES PLACE

POSTAL5 BANKS

FRISCO THIS

PIONEER

APRIL 3

GROWING

SUMMER

CHARLES

W. DUDROW OF SANTA
FE, DROVE 8TAGE OVER
SANTA FE TRAIL

Santa Fe, N. M., March 21.
Charles W- - Dudrow, who was a stage
driver of the early days, and as such
went through many thrilling experiences, and who for many years had
been a well known lumber dealer of
this city, died yesterday morning at
his home here. He was 62 years of
axe. He had been ill some time with
diabetes, but made a brave
fight
against the disease. Sunday morning,
however, he felt the end was ap
proaching and he had a long talk with
bis business manager, George M. Kin- He
sell, and arranged his affairs.
most
wife
of
his
poke
affectionately
and little son, who were at his
side. Beside them a brother, H. B.
Dudrow of Longmont, Colo., survives
him.
In the death of Mr. Dudrow, another of the "old timers" who saw
the west aa that country now is depicted on the stage, has
passed
away.
Mr. Dudrow passed through experiences that few men have gone through
and lived. He drove a stage in Montana when the mercury dropped to
40 degrees below zero, and when he
owed the saving of his hands from
freezing to the exercise of whipping
the nearly frozen horses- - He drove a
stage from Pueblo to Santa Fe in
1872 and was three times held up by
robbers and escaped each time with
out a bullet wound.
Born In Frederick, Md., in 1849,
Mr. Dudrow was a southerner, and
were
his education and manners
southern. His ancestry was of German descent and were among the
earliest pioneers of Pennsylvania. At
the age of 15 he went to Missouri
and drove cattle from Kansas to Tex
as, developing in that occupation the
fearlessness and hardihood which
served him In his later career in the
far west. '
He lived for some time in Colorado
and Montana and in 1872 he cam
to New Mexico. He entered the em
ploy of Barlow and Sanderson, the
noted overland stage line men, ad
express messenger. By 1880 he had
decided to give up travel and ha
opened a lumber and coal yard at
elected
Cerrlllos. He was twice
sheriff, but declined to serve. He
was elected county commissioner and
served two terms In days that were
strenuous and was a member of the
city council.
Mr. Dudrow was an Elk and also
a member of the Fraternal Union of
America.
For years he had conducted here
a coal, lumber and dray business, and
he owned a large saw mill on the
headwaters of the Arroyo Hondo. He
was a public-spiriteprogressive
citizen, a staunch republican and a
keen business man.
'

An All Around

Household Remedy
Pure

Malt Whiskey is used
Duffy's
in Mr. Agor's home as the family
medicine.
It should be in every medicine chest.
It is good for everybody.
In his letter he says: "I have used
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey in my
family for the last five years. It is
certainly a wonderful remedy for
colds, bowel trouble and nervousness.
We take it as an
household
ivnibu; nu m.1 DUlt 11 tail I LIC UCdl.
John Agor, R. F. D. No. 3,
rt,

N. Y.

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey

has to its credit over fifty years of
public service. It is the result of years
of careful work and is an absolutely
pure distillation of carefully malted

grain. " Overworked men, delicate
women and sickly children will find
in it the health and strength-givin- g
are so necessary to them,
farts a that
wonderful remedy in the treatment and cure of consumption, pneumonia, grip, bronchitis, coughs, colds,
asthma, malaria, low fevers, stomach
troubles and all wasting, weakening
conditions, if taken as directed.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is sold
IN SEALED BOTTLES ONLY by
druggists, grocers and dealers everywhere, or shipped direct for $1.00
bottle.
ge

Jho Duffy Malt Wiiekey

Co., Eochester,

N. V.

BY THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC

DATE IS FIXED

INSTRUCTION
Dr. M. F. Des Marais, county superintendent of schools, has received
from J. E. Clark, territorial superintendent of public instruction, a circular letter containing information concerning the election for the selection
of school directors, which will be held
Monday, April 2. The letter reads as
follows:
1.
Who may serve as school direc-

tor?
Any man or woman, resident in the

district
A resident is a person having a permanent abode in a particular place,
and does not include persons sojourning temporarily in a place for a particular purpose,"' not intending to continue to live there after such time or
71 Penni
purpose is accomplished.
302.
2.

vcters
tors?

What are the qualifications of
at the election for school direc-

They shall be legal voters resident
in the district, having paid the poll

tax for the current year. Legal voters are citizens of the United States
21 years or more of age, who have
lived in the precinct one month; in
the county three months; in the territory six months.
of
3. What are the qualifications
voters at an election to determine as
to a special levy?
They shall be legal (see foregoing
answer) voters resident in the dis
trict.
In the matter
4. How proceed
of electing school directors?
Upon creation of a new district the
county superintendent shall appoint
three directors to serve until the next
regular election. On the second Mon
day of March, directors serving shall
post notices of an election to be held
on the first Monday in April by quali
fied voters residing and paying poll
tax in the district, for three directors
In case more than one director is to
be voted for, each voter shall vote for
a candidate for each vacancy to be
rilled, Indicating opposite each name
the term of office; one for three years,
one for two years, and one for one
year; and at each succeeding election
one director shall be elected for term
of three years.
Vacancies are to be filled by county
until next regular
superintendent
election when said vacancies shall be
filled by the election of a director to
fill out the unexpired term. In the
event of a tie In an election for school
director, there is no election and
county superintendent will appoint as
in other cases of vacancies.
The election shall be held on the
first Monday In April, between the
hours of eight a, m., and five p. m.,
at the publio school house or other
convenient place specified In notice.
The directors serving shall act ' as
Judges and election shall be by written or printed ballots. (In the event
of the failure or refusal of directors
to act as Judges, any three residents
may act as such Judges.) Directors
shall certify result to county superintendent; and the director or directors elected shall file oath (administered by director or directors as
judges of election, by a notary public,
er by any other person qualified to
administer oaths) with the county
superintendent, before the first Monday In May. The term of office of director or directors elected shall begin the first Monday in May.
For formal notice of election Bee
School Directors' Guide, p. 44.
For certificate of election, oath of
directors, form of ballot see School
Directors' Guide, pp. 44 and 45.
Yours very respectfully,
J. E. CLARK,
Territorial Superintendent Public

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIA;
TION HOLDS CONVENTION

Washington, March 21. "The post
al savings bank system has been more
successful than reasonably could have
been expected.".
That was the comment made by
Frank H. Hitchcock, postmaster general, on the analysis of the returns
from the 48 postal savings banks that
have been in operation since January
3. The reports cover the period from
the establishment to February 23,
1911.
In that 'time 3,923 account
were opened and 6,861 separate deposits made, the average amount of
each being $21.50. Only 259 accounts
were closed, the total number of open
accounts on February 28 being 3,664.
The net amount on deposit after
two months of operation was $133,-86If the same ratio of deposits
and withdrawal is maintained for a
year, the amount on deposit at the
end of the year would be $803,214.
The aggregate population of the 48
cities is approximately 370,000. Statistical experts of the department have
estimated that if the postal savings
system should be patronized in the
same proportion when it is established at all money order postofflces, the
total on deposit after one year's operation would be about $200,000,000.
Mr. Hitchcock is eneaged In preparing for the establishment of 250
additional postal savings banks, an
appropriation of $500,000 having been
made for extension of the system.
The list of cities probably will be
announced soon.
In a statistical startement prepared
by the department it is shown that
Leadvllle, Colo., lhas the greatest
number of open accounts, 362, and
also the largest total amount on
deposit, $21,253. Globe, Ariz., stands
first in the average balance of the
depositors, the amount being $70.63,
with Leadville second with $58.71.
Newberry, S. C, shows the lowest
number of open accounts, 18, and also
the least total amount on deposit
in any of the 48 cities, $199. Clifton
Forge, Va., however, is the lowest in
the average balance of depositors, the
sum being $9.07.

San Francisco, March 21. The Na
tional Education association will hold
Its convention in this city in July.
The opening session of the conven
tion will be held in the Greek theater
at the University of California In
Berkeley. Seating some 12,000, this
open theater among the trees of the
Berkeley hills 1b an ideal place for
such a gathering.
The session will extend from July
8th to 14th. Owing to the general de
tare to see California and Rebuilt
San Francisco, the outlook is for a
tremendous attendance.
The Hotel St. Francis has been
selected for national headquarters.
The St. Francis Is convenient, beln
centrally located with reference to
convention halls, points of interest,
and the shopping district. Rooms and
suites, elegantly furnished, will be
available for from $2 to $18 per day.
The Palace hotel has been selected
as California headquarters. At both
the St. Francis and the Palace no
extra charge will be made If a room
or a suite of rooms is used as headquarters. At all hotels the usual rates
will prevail during convention week,
the local committee having secured
signed agreement to that effect.
A complete organization or locai
committee ss of San Francisco and
California has been effected, includ
ing active workers from all parts 01
the state- - This organization consists
of a general committee of fourteeu
members, and sixteen
for the various divisions of the work
of preparation for the convention. All
committees are now actively at work
in completing arrangements for the
convention.
The California committee has issued a booklet as a help to teachers
planning to attend the convention.
The booklet gives a very definite idea
of the cost of the trip to San Francisco, the cost of convenion week
in San Francisco, places of interest
in and hear San Francisco, and the
cost of a week or more at points of
Interest throughout California, with
the cost in each cale. With the booklet any teacher will be able to plan
the trip with a very definite idea of
its cost. Copies may be obtained by
writing to Felton Taylor, secretary,
N. E. A. committee, Merchants' Exchange building, San Francisco, or to
James A. Barr, city superintendent of
schools, Stockton, Calif.

OLD LADY'S SAGE ADVICE
Mamie
Term. Mrs.
Knoxville,
Towe, ,of 102 Main Street, this city,
says: "If you had seen me, before I
began to take Cardul, you would not

think I was the same person. Six
doctors failed to do me good, and my
friends thought I would die.- I could
hardly get out of bed or walk a step.
At last an old lady advised me to take
Cardul, and now I can go most any
where." All ailing women need Cardul, as a gentle, refreshing tonic, especially adapted to their peculiar ail
ments. It is a reliable, vegetable
remedy, successfully used for over 50
years. You ought to try it.
LOCAL FIRM

WILL

CONTINUE

VALUABLEAGENCY
this city have just
close da deal whereby they will continue to be agents for ZEMO the
well known remedy for eczema, dandruff, and all diseases of the skin and
scalp.
The extraordinary leap that this
clean liquid external treatment for
skin affections has made into public
favor in the last few years proves its
wonderful curative properties and
makes it indeed a valuable addition
to the fine stock of remedial agents
carried by O. G. Schaefer.
They have a limited supply of samples. One of which will be given free
to any skin sufferer who wishes to
test the merit of the medicine.
booklet ''How to Preserve the Skin,"
will also be given to those Interested.
O. G. Schaefer" of

.

BIBLE CELEBRATION
BEGINS
FAMOUS HORSES AUCTIONED
21.
March
The
London,
.great celeNew York, March 21. The auction
of Paul A. Sorg's great stable of bration to mark the 300th anniversary
show horses at IDurland's
Rtdin? of the publication of the authorized

version of the Bible, for which plans
have been going forward for more
than a year, had its formal beginning
today at Buckingham Palace, where
King George received in special audience a deputation representing the
British and Foreign Bible society. His
majesty was presented with a specially prepared Bible to commemorate the
anniversary. On Sunday next anniversary sermons will be preached in
churches and chapels throughout the
Yes, Cordelia, you may be right In United Kingdom and on the Wednesbelieving that a century plant is a day fol'owing the celebration will culfactory where antique furniture is minate in a great national gathering
at the Royal Albert hall.
made.
Academy tonight' has attracted to this
this many exhibitors and horse fan
ciers from all over the United States
and Canada. The stable cost Mr.
Sorg over $200,000, and includes a
number of famous blue ribbon" winners. The star of the collection is
the bantam hackney mare, Vanity
Fair, which won the highest honors
of the National Horse Show on several occasions. -

toWear Garments

MORE SUCCESSFUL THAN WAS
EXPECTED," POSTMASTER
GENERAL SAYS

,

THERE

WOMEN'S

IN JULY

MISSIONARY

New Spring Styles in Ready
A

Display Unparalled for its Immense Variety, Beauty and
Reasonable Prices

The women of Las Vegas have never before witnessed such a brilliant display of new
suits, dresses, etc., as is now presented at
this store. This display strengthens our
reputation for showing only the newest and
best of everything.
Every Garment is a Picture of Loveliness
The newest style notes, the novel and
striking trimmings, the new color tones all
find their highest and best expression in this
display. The materials in these garments
are of strictiy high quality that we know will
wear to the satisfaction of the purchaser.

It is a showing that will fascinate every
lover of style Come!
SMART SUITS
DAINTY

DRESSES

$18.00 to $50.00
$7.50 to $65.00

Showing of Spring's
Fairest flillinery

This department has been- transformed
into a bower of beauty. Hundreds of lovely
hats, typifying the dominant style thoughts
of the season in a bewildering array, certain
-

to appeal to you.

There is a hat for every type of woman,
that will enhance the beauty of the wearer.
The styles are the most stunning ever
a great many being actual copies of
Parisian creations.

shown

An amazing profusion of striking trimmings prevades the entire display.
Our prices as usual are right, representing the best value for your money obtainable.
STREET

AND READY TRIMMED HATS,

$1.75 to $15.00

WORK

Three thouNew York, March
sand women representing nearly all
religious denominations are to take
part In the great celebration here of
the fiftieth anniversary of the beginning of women's organized work for
foreign missions In this country. The
celebration began today and will continue through the remainder of this
month. Carnegie Hall will be the
scene of a series of rallies that will be
addressed by speakers of much prominence.
The unique feature of the
celebration, however, will be the "Pageant of Missions" to be held at the
Metropolitan opera house next Monday aternoon. Three hundred women will take part in the pageant,
which will consist of a number of
tableux showing the work of the
in every land.
21.

WEDDED

FORTY YEARS

March 21. The Duke and
Duchess of Argyll were showered with
congratulations today on their fortieth
wedding anniversary. The duchess is
a daughter of the late Queen Victoria
and aunt of King George. Her wed
ding with the Marquis of Lorne, who
at that time had not succeeded to his
present title, took place March 21,
1871, in St. George's chapel Windsor.
From 1878 to 1883 the couple resided
In Canada, where the Marquis of
Lorne was governor-genera- l.
London,

'

ESTABLISHED
MAIDEN TRIP OF NEW LINER
Baltimore, Md., March 21. With :i
large party of guests representing the
commercial organizations of several
southern cities, the new steamer Su- wanee of the Merchants and Miners'
Transportation company sailed from
Baltimore today on her maiden voyage
to Savannah and Jacksonville.

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous linWhen
ing of the Eustachian Tube.
this tube ia inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when It is entirely closed. Deafness
is the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Ca
tarrh, which is nothing hut an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall'a Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
by local applications,

It Is the nature of 'women to suffer
uncomplainingly, the discomforts and
fears that accompany the bearing of
children. Motherhood is their crowning glory, and they brave its sufferings for the joy that children bring.
No expectant mother need suffer,
however, during the period of wait
ing, nor feel that she is in danger when baby comes, If Mother's Friend is nsed
In preparation of the event. Mother's Friend relieves the pain and discomfort
caused by the strain on the different ligaments, overcomes nausea by counteraction, prevents backache and numbness of limbs and soothes the inflammation
of breast glands. Its regular use fits and prepares every portion of the mother's
system for a proper and natural
ending of the term, and It assures
for her a quick and complete recov
ery. Mother's Friend is sold at
drug stores. Write for free book for
.
expectant mothers.
BEADFIELIJ EEOXTLATOE DO,
Atlanta, Ga.

1862
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New Mexico's Largest

Implement House

Jno. Deere

Charles Hfeld Co.

Plows
Corn Drills
Cultivators
Harrows
Listers

ICO

McGormick
Mowers
Binders
Rakes
Twine

Yan Brunt
Grain Drills

Osborne

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO

Disk and
Peg Tooth
Harrows

Case-Heebn-

Windmills
Pumps

Wagons
Buggies

Field and
Garden

Hay

Presses

Seeds

Harness

Grain and
Bean Threshers

Saddles

Tents
Wagon
Covers

GROSS, KELLY

er

True Tern- per Hand
Implements

Ct

CO.

(Inoonorated)

WHOLESALE GROCERS
,

and Dealer In

WOOL, HIDES
BAlNiYAGONS-tACINEVEHICL-

x

?
?

and PELTS

ES-a.

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N M Albuquerque, N. M.,
Tucumcari, N. M
Carona, N. M., Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N M
'
Trinidad, Colorado
-
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NEWBAHLESHIPS
GIVE WORK

10

3, Will MEN

New York, March 21. Ono of the
lust acts of the late congress was to
extend the limit of cost that had been
imposed upon the construction of the
dreadnought Florida, now nearing
completion in the New York navy
Yard, and to make a similar extension In the cost of a later and greater
dreadnought.
For the construction of this latter
vessel the congress had appropriated
$6,000,000. It had also stipulated that
the vessel was to be built in a government navy yard. The New York
yard was designated. The naval constructors who were to have built the
vessel promptly reported that owing
to the restrictions of the eight-hou- r
law it would be impossible to build
her within the limitation set by congress.
Ensued a large sized rumpus. The
constructon of this vessel meant employment, or the lack of it, to an army
of three thousand workmen. Representatives Fitzgerald and Calder of
Brooklyn took up the fight, and largely through their efforts the limitation
of cost o? both vessels was extended
to $6,400,000. This means that work
will be resumed on the Florida and
will be begun on her greater sister.
It means, moreover, that three thousand workmen, many of them highly
skilled, will have steady employment
for a period of three years. It also
Flormeans that the navy yard-bui- lt
$400,000
cost
the
government
will
ida,
more than her sister, the Utah, built
in a private yard, and that the newer
dreadnought, which is to be christen--ethe New York, will cost $400,000
more thnn her sister, the Texas, whose
keel was recently laid in the yard9
of the Newport News Shipbuilding
company. It is not promised that
either ship will be any the better for
the extra cost. But a constituency
will have been satisfied.
In order that the new dreadnoughts,
which are now known only as battle
ships 34 and 35, might be named after
states, it was found expedient to rename two of the old veterans of the
war. .The armored
Spanish-America- n
cruiser New York, which was Rear
Admiral Sampson's flagship during the
campaign, has been renamed the SarTexas,
atoga. The old battleship
soon to be made a target for the guns
d

A white laundry soap free
from rosin, which saves your
clothes and doubles their life.
Rosin hardens and breaks the
threads of fabrics, particularly woolens, and in time injures them. Sunny Monday
washes woolens and flanneh
without the least danger of
shrinking, and colored goods
without fading.
Sunny Monday also contains a marwhich saves half
velous dirt-startthe rubbing.'
THE N. K. FAIRBANK

of the battleship New Hampshire, has
been given the name of San Marcos.
The greater New York and the newer Texas will mark a notable advance

in naval construction. In numerical
order they are the ninth and tenth of
our dreadnought type. The dreadnought type is one of very recent
date. Through her alliance with Japan Great Britain was the first to learn
the lesson of the
gun ship, and
immediately set about solidifying it In
steel. Some of our own progressive
navy officers had earlier read the lesson in the war with Spain, and plans
of tne U S. S. Feasible and the U. S.
S. Possible had been drawn and
on-holed.
Then when the British
dreadnought went overboard and the
type which she embodied was revealed, there was a hurried dusting ofl
of the pigeon-holeplans and a clamor for appropriations wherewith to
build ships. The money was appropriated and the dreadnoughts Delaware
and North Dakota were built from the
plans of the TJ. S. S. Possible, and the
Michigan and South Carolina resulted
from the plans of the Feasible.
As a striking commentary on the
rapid progress in naval architecture
that has come about within the last
few years. It may be stated that although our first two dreadnoughts are
not yet four years old, the two late."
ones the Texas and New York will
be of the fifth generation of American
dreadnoughts. In chronological order
of construction they are as follows:
Michigan and South Carolina, Dela
ware and North Dakota, Utah and
Florida, Wyoming and Arkansas, and
now the New York and Texas.
Bach pair marked a distinct advance over the preceding pair. Take
battery power for example: The Michrifles,
igan type mounts eight
in the succeeding type, that of the
Delaware and North Dakota, room
was found for ten peces of this calibre.
The Utah and Florida have the same
number of heavy guns, but they have
a much more numerous secondary battery, the list comprising sixteen
rifles. The Wyoming type marked a
still further advance, being a greater
size, and carrying in their main, batrifles, as against
tery twelve
the ten of their immediate predecessors, and in their secondary armaas against the
ment twenty-fiv- e
sixteen carried by the preceding type.
Now it is announced that the New
York and her big sister are to carry
the enormous battery of ten
of the
rifles, and twenty-thre- e
calibre. The vessels are to be endow
ed with a speed of twenty-on- e
knots
an hour, a pace which only a few years
ago was considered a fast one for armored cruisers, the misnamed "cavalry of .the sea." This high speed, the
great armor protection which the ves-- j
sels will carry and their enormous battery power, make them the most formidable fighting machines yet evolved.
The flower of our entire navy was
in the line that halted Cervera's sortie
from Santiago. But one vessel of this
newer type would have outclassed
the force that drove the Spaniards
from their guns and sent their ships
blazing to the beach. Even the sec
ondary battery on one of these dread
noughts could destroy a fleet such as
was Montejo's as thoroughly as did
the guns of Dewey's squadron.
The guns of the secondary battery
are intended for repelling torpedo
boat attacks. These guns have a
range of five miles and and an extreme rapidity of fire, each being cap-blof firing fifteen shells a minute.
With twelve available for a 'broadside
that would mean a rain of 180 shells
a minute which could be concentratea
on any a' tacking flotilla. While It Is
inconceivable that any flotilla would
have the hardihood to make a daylight
attack on any vessel of this type, yet
It is interesting to calculate the volume of fire that could be directed
against such attack by a dreadnought
pige-
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LAS

VEGAS POULTRY
STOCK

AND PET
ASSOCIATION IS

LOOKING AHEAD

The Las Vegas Poultry and Pet
Stock association does not Intend to
allow Us activities to be confined to
one poultry show each winter but will
be actively engaged during the entire
year working for the improvement of
the chicken raising industry in San
is
Miguel county. The association
once
and
to
to
at
work
go
planning
interest the farmers in getting up a
good exhibit of San Miguel county
fowls to send to the territorial fair
in Albuquerque next fall. Judging
from the showing made at the first
annual poultry show last December
San Miguel county would be able to
capture several prizes at the territorial exhibition.
The poultry association also intends
to increase Interest in the growing of
high class fowls. It desires to raise
the standard of chickens, turkeys,
ducks and other barnyard fowls and
will use means to induce the farmers
to raise more and better fowls.
The association Intends to hold a
meeting in the near future to perfect
plans for carrying out Its objects, tt
likely will make a careful Investigation of extensive turkey raising in
Mexico. It is believed this
New
country would afTord an ideal climate
for turkeys, which require warm, dry
weather during their Infancy. The
turkeys grown in New Mexico at present are not up to the standard of
those of other states because of tne
fact the stock haa been allowed to deteriorate to such an extent that a turkey one year old, raised in New Mexico does not weigh, so much as one
half that age raised in another state
where more care is given to the purity
of the breed. Turkeys are extremely
porfltable and doubtless would prove
a valuable asset to those farmers who
raised them extensively.

OLD BURIAL GROUND
FDR CHURCH SITE
GREWSOME

DISCOVERY

MADE BY

TAOS WORKMEN EXCAVATING
FOR EDIFICE

Taos, N. M., March 21. There Is
something grewsome as wfeU as pathetic in the sight presented where
the crew of men is digging to lay the
foundation of the new Catholic
church. Years ago the yard front of
the old building just razed, was a
burying ground and now, a new generation, with a view to progress and
better condition, Is encroaching upon
the territory devoted to those who
once lived here active forces in this
community but of whose existence no
evidence now remains but the yellow
skulls end decaying bones that are
carelessly and thoughtlessly thrown
up with the dirt and rotten boards of
the caskets, to be carried away and
dumped where convenience or adaptability dictates.
No one standing by and watching
the work, chatting and laughing,
seemed to have a thought nor care a3
to what names these phantoms bore
when they were what we are and had
that spark which we, for want of a
better name, have called life, hidden
within that now useless, shattered
What
and decaying physical frame.
we are, they have been, what they
are, we will be, and yet we shrrlnk
'

A.

Papen

from the thought that, a quarter of
a century from now, we will be as
carelessly regarded and that for us
there will be as little care or thought.
The change from life to death, from
being something to being nothing in
a physical sense, Is the action of but
one second In. time and yet no change
in all the world is so absoltue and so
Irrevocable. Of course, what Is left
here Is nothing, and yet, for what it
once was, a something which the
most advanced science has failed
wholly to exp'aln and understand, one
cannot fail to feel a certain respect
and awe.
Piled one upon another, the rotten
caskets, studded even yet with the ornaments which custom has always
dictated, could but fill one's heart
with pathetic wonder'ngs of what persons they must have held, and a feeling that even these inanimate, useless and broken pieces of what were
onoe parts of a human being should
be reburted out of respect for what
they once were.

NEW CHAPTER IN
'DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

COUNTY SEAT

Tuesday, March 28

WAR

Miss Olga Nethersole

JUDGE

E. R.WRIGHT RULES THAT
LINCOLN MUST PUT UP
BOND OF $15,000

(LIEBLER & CO., MGRS.)

And a splendid company of English and
Alamogordo, N. M., March 21 AnAmerican players in
other round in county seat case wa3
off
pulled
Saturday before Judge E. R.
Wright. The argument heard was
for and against the dissolution of the
By HENRI BERNSTEIN author of "THE THIEF"
injunction now in effect restraining
the county commissioners from proAdapted for the American Stage by LOUIS N. PARKER
ceeding with the building of a court
house at Carrizozo.
author of "POMANDER WALK" and staged
Judge John Y.
Hewitt represented the defendants,
by BEN GREET
(Carrizozo) and Thomas B. Catron
and George B. Barber represented the
plaintiffs (Lincoln.) Judge Wright
Entire Lower Floor
$2.00
ordered that Lincoln produce a bond
Reserved Balcony
of $15,000 or the injunction would be
....$1.50
dissolved on April 1. This bond is
$1.00
Gallery......
required inasmuch as Lincoln ha3
given notice of appealing the case
U
ZJ?
from the territorial supreme court to
the supreme court of the
United
States. The decision of the territorial supreme court, which recently
ruled every point in favor of Carri
zozo, was necessarily set aside for
the time being as its decision was
appealed from by the carrying of the
case- - to the United States supreme
court. It is understood attorneys for
Nervous
System and Drives
both sides have an agreement as to
"
'
:"'
old testimony and that the case will
Drinker INSANE ;
go up to the supreme court on writ- The Neal internal
treatment A Guaranteed Contract
ten briefs only, which will quicken Its
cures the . periodical, occasional
pace in the highest tribunal consid
or moderate drinker ths habitual A guaranteed bond and contract
erably.
and excessive drinker and the ner- is given each patient
agreeing to
John W. Slckelsmith, Greensboro, vous man who has to drink effect a perfect cure or refund the
Pa., has three children, and like most to keep V from
becoming money at the end of third day.
children they frequently take cold.
"We have tried several kinds of cough more nervous. It takes away
medicine," he says, "but have never all inclination to drink, all desire
A Modern Treatment
found any yet that did them as much
and
neutralifor
drink
craving
by
Remgood as Chamberlain's Cough
zing1 the poison of alcohol in the The Neal is a Physician's
edy." For sale by all druggists.
system and ridding the blood of Cure for the drink habit; it is
"I don't like the way they reportthe poison by a rapid process of the most modern and perfect of
ed my Bpeech," complained the new
elimination leaving the drinker in known treatments, originated by
congressman.
a physician, and administered by
"Why, they sprinkled in plenty of the same normal condition he was
in before tasting liquor, so far as experienced physicians. It never
laughter and applause."
how
about all them ges- the effect of alcohol may be con- fails.
"Yes; but
tures?" Washington Herald.
cerned all appetite for drink
Call, write or phone 321 for free
and he new man.

The Redemption of Evelyn Vaudray

PRICES:

OBJECT TO $575,000 FINE
Atlanta, Ga., March 21. United
States Commissioner Colquitt today
resumed the hearing on the application of Benjamin D. Greene and John
F. Gaynor for leave to take the pauper's oath and swear off the ?575,000
fine, which was a part of the penalty
imposed upon them for their part In
the Savannah harbor frauds.
The
two men have completed their prison
sentences but freedom has been denied them pending the settlement of
the fine. Both
and Gaynor
contend that they are now penniless,
and have . no money with which to
pay the enormous fine. The department of justice, on the other hand, declares that the two men have large
fortunes secreted and consequently
should not be permitted to escape payment of their fines by taking the pauper's oath.

tf

Shatters the

Andrus, was celebrated today
of the bride's parents In
Riverside Drive. The bridegroom is
a former well known football star,
having played for three years on the
Yale University eleven.
F..
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California

'I

Apricot Brandy

Different Brands
of Bourbon and
Kye, so we have

Stars

your brand.

California Brandy

T

"
'

,,

Pommery . . Great Weste '
Sauterners
Virginia Dare

Claret

.

...

-

Deideshelmer
Laubenheimer
Niersteiner

jmrsteiner

Imported Port andSherry also White Port Wine.

IBS

P'-.lEklR-M:
MINIATURE PICTURg
OF PACKAGE

C. T. FARLEY, Prop.

IS ESPECIALLY

Fig

Apple Brandy

17

i;

ADAPTED TO THE NEEDS OP
SYRUP OF FIGS AND EUXIR OF
LADIES AND CHILDREN, AS IT IS MILD AND PLEASANT GENTLE AND EFFECTIVE, AND
IT IS EQUALLY BENEFICIAL
FREE FROM OBJECTIONABLE INGREDIENTS.
ABSOLUTELY
FOR WOMEN AND FOR MEN. YOUNG AND OLD FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.
ALWAYS BUY THE GENUINE.
SENNA

;

5

If

'oUM
PRINTED STRAIGHT ACROSS, NEAR THE BOTTOM, AND IN
THE CIRCLE, NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKAGE. OF THE
GENUINE ONE SIZE ONLY. FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING
DRUGGISTS
REGULAR PRICE 50c PER BOTTLE.

G. H, Mumms fcjCo."

Brandy
Peach Brandy

ONLY

.NOTE THE NAME

Special Trade

1

"

THE WONDERFUL POPULARITY OF THE GENUINE SYRUP
OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA HAS LED UNSCRUPULOUS
MANUFACTURERS TO OFFER IMITATIONS, IN ORDER TO
MAKE A LARGER PROFIT AT THE EXPENSE OF THEIR
CUSTOMERS. IF A DEALER ASKS WHICH SIZE YOU WISH,
OR WHAT MAKE YOU WISH, WHEN YOU ' ASK FOR
SYRUP OF FIGS AND EUXIR OF SENNA, HE IS PREPARING TO DECEIVE YOU TELL HIM THAT YOU WISH THE
GENUINE, MANUFACTURED BY THE CALIFORNIA FIG
SYRUP CO
ALL RELIABLE DRUGGISTS KNOW THAT,
THERE IS BUT ONE GENUINE AND THAT IT IS MANUFACTURED
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of

Bank references given.

without hypodermic injections.
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FOR COLDS AND HEADACHES, INDIGESTION
AND SOUR
STOMACH, CAS AND FERMENTATION, CONSTIPATION AND
BILIOUSNESS. WITH MOST SATISFACTORY RESULTS.

l'I'Ili

book and

contract;
No Hypodermic Injections Institute copy512 N.
Second St,
Co.,
The Neal internal treatment ef- Albuquerque, N. M. All comfects a perfect cure in three days munications strictly confidential.
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OLD GRIDIRON STAR WEDS
New York, March 21. The marriage
of Miss Mary F. Hotchklss and Hamilton F. Andrus, son of Congressman

John
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Editor

to construe the laws precisely in the
spirit in which they are made. All
sorts of fine distinctions are made
in favor of those who are bringing
money into the country.
What is being done in this country
against Mexico is really an act of
unfriendless to that government, and
yet it seems difficult for the govern
ment to find law for preventing it
It would be in the Interests of all
contiguous countries to have joint
regulations for the preservation ot
real neutrality. If munitions of war
are to be shipped by sea to a belligo
ent the other fellow has a chance to
get them en route.
s
But when men and material can
be passed over a boundary too long
to be properly guarded it would seem
to the Interest of peace and harmony
to have more stringent laws than we
now have to cover such cases. Wo
should not like to have Canadians do
to us what Americans are now dolnc;
to Mexico.

Our " Other"

TUESDAY, MARCH 21,

ui

When the United State Troops Crossed the Mexican Frontier
Sixty-SiA
War by Executive Order, Without the Consent of
Years Ago

x

War With
Mexico,

When a Force of Mexicans Attacked

Our

Troops After They Had

Entered the Territory Claimed by B6th Countries.

Is history repeating itself?
by the promptness with which conBack in 1845 the United States or- gress acted, the war generally was
dered troops to Texas because of the popular, both on account of the irritation with Mexico and because of the
auuuue oi Mexico.
Entered U the Poitoffics at East
.Now, sixty-siyears later, United feeling that the United States would
Laa Vegai, New Mexico, for transmit-Io- n
Slate snoops again are mobilized near get its desired territory at last The
me Mexican frontier.
through the United State Malta
popular view is expressed in this stana aecond clasa matter.
iu ls46 the troops entered territory za in a war poem of the day, "To
uiat was claimed by both the United Arms," by Park Benjamin:
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES
Mates aud Mexico entered by execu- Awake! Arise, ye men of might!
Daily Per Year, by Carrier ....S7.50
The glorious hour is nigh;
tive order, without the consent of con.ijily Per Month, by Carrier... .65
Your
attacked
eagle pauses in his flight,
A
force
Mexican
gress.
Oi.'.y Par Week, by Carrier .. .18
And screams his battle cry.
and the president at once sent
them,
cjekly Optic and Stock Grower,
word to congress that war existed "by From north to south from east to west
Per Year, by MaU
2.00
Send back an answering cheer,
act
of Mexico herself." Congress, reB x Montha
1.00
And say farewell to peace and rest,
the
backed
the
then
up
fact,
cognizing
Advertisers are guaranteed, the
And banish doubt and fear.
executive by exercising its constitulargest dally and weekly circulation
There had been a dispute of long
war.
to
tional
declare
right
of any newspaper in northeastern New
Mexico.
Evidently it Is within the power ot standing between Texas and Mexico
of over the boundary line. Early in 1846
the president as commander-in-chie- f
the army, to bring about a situation General Zachary Taylor with a small
COLORADO TELEPHONE
vvneu f armer jfan vteigut value iu that may
Bualness Office
compel congress to ac- force bad been sent into this disputed
Main 2
cuscove.vitU
ou
ue
a
ixjuaou
Editorial Rooms
uyiug
territory, and in April one of his deMain 2
quiesce.
fcu
uusbes
couiu
tachments was attacked by the Mexluul
tu
Mexican
many
An
mings
invasion
of
territory
2
Society Etor
Main
v.iiuoul horses, mat you coma wait might again result in war.
icans.
TUESDAY, MARCH 21, 1911.
ior a whole hour wuuuui suiKing a
With the declaration of war re
But history repeats itself only when
ubiU or an acquaintance, auu, nuaiiy,
were hurried to Taylor,
the conditions are Identical, aqd they
PISOTHCT LAWNS AND Uiai you couiu uu a poUcxnian bim-pi- never are identical. The situation lead- who crossed the Rio Grande with
because lie compbib' you io move
T It 13 13 8
ing up to the mobilization is absolute- about seven thousand men. The Mex
out of ouier people s way.
different" today from what it was icans made a stubborn resistance, but
ly
As lie w as being taken to me n
Those public-spiriteLas Vegana,
when the aggressive and intense Polk Taylor advancing southward, won vicwho are he'ping to make this a city lion lie iuquiieu wiiat ihe poacemau became president In 181").
tory after victory, the most important
intended uomg with him.
Mexican domain being the capture of Monterey.
the
time
At
that
beautiful, should receive encourage"iou'll mid out soon enough," saiu
Meanwhile the administration had
into the United States.
thrust itself
ment in their laudable undertaking the policeman grimly. "bevcii
ua), There was aupwidespread feeling that found difficulty in getting the general
It Is discouraging, to say the least, probably."
The
this nation ougnt to acquire the terri- to propose a plan of campaign.
"Seven dajs! Ah, that's 'where
for a property owner who has jus;
southern president and his advisers felt that
an
unbroken
to
it
give
tory
tho
chuckled
old
bluebottle!"
set out some new trees to wake up have ye,
to the Pacific. Taylor lacked initiative. So when he
triumphantly, producing the sweep from the Atlantic
the next morning and find tbem farmer half
in Mexico finally suggested that no campaign
conditions
unsettled
The
to
I've
ticket.
the
of
go
return
out
the
off
broken
roots,
claims on ought to be planned against the City
numerous
pulled
by
had given rise to
back on Monday!" Answers.
or even carried away. It is just as
the part of American citizens, which of Mexico from the north, it was de"The most laconic person 1 know had been approved by arbitration, but cided to put General Winfield Scott in
discouraging when a newly parked
to operate
and seeded lawn has been trampled of is a deaf and dumb person iu ou which Mexico had been unable to pay. command of an expedition
225 miles from
about
Vera
from
Cruz,
was
man
been
a
said
who
had
Mexico
particularly
Finally,
over by boys and stray stock and tho neighborhood,"
the .Mexican capital.
traveling by train to the city. "He disagreeable about Texas.
labor of several weeks at much ex- never
in
won
writes on his title pad more
had
its
Taylor was stripped of part of his
The Lone Star state
pense, absolutely ruined. There are than enough to convey his meaning, dependence, and after several years of command, to
Scott, and
ono
move, deofthe
ordinances
and
vandalism
a
is
He
good cribbage player,
prohibiting
city
uncertainty bad been annexed to the Santa Anna, learning
the invading
of this particular sort. If Las Vegas night he won a watch and chain from United States, where it evidently be- termined to annihilate
met
Mexico force in the north, by overwhelming
Is to be a city beautiful, then the a young man. The latter's father
longed. Before annexation
the mute. The deaf and dumb man had declared that it would regard the numbers.
must
exert
itself
police department
produced the little pad. On it the
With twenty thousand men Santa
and see that these particular ordin- irate father wrote: T understand you absorption of Texas by the United
war. When an Anna pushed north against Taylor,
of
an
act
as
States
ances are enforced- - This year there won Bob's gold watch the other
fell
nexation was consummated Mexieo who had five thousand. Taylor
nara
is a concerted movement on the part night.'
of
to
the
back
Angostura,
pass
relations
broken off diplomatic
"He handed it to the deaf and had
row defile in the mountains directly
of every resident owner and renter
with this government.
see
him
to
and
dumb
man,
expected
atin
front of the hacienda of Buena
to make his borne surroundings
Polk assumed office at thi3 Juncture.
offer to give up the spoil. Not so,
and there awaited the coming
Vista,
a
in
horse"
tractive. Encouragement goes a long however. Instead,' he took the pad The first "dark
presiden
of the enemy.
been
had
character
imhis
tial
campaign,
way in the matter of .civic
wrote two words carefully on it, and
On the morning of Washington's
much misjudged. His violent politic
provement. Lets have a little of it returned it.
Santa Anna halted two miles
birthday
and
a
him
called
weakling
o
thereon were these al enemies
"Inscribed
line and sent a dispatch
from
Taylor's
a liar. But his diary, which has been
words: 'And chain.' '.'
surrender. "You are
his
for
calling
NKUTRAIilTY LAWS
shows
recent
years,
made accessible in
he
wrote, "by twenty
surrounded,"
An old artisan who prided himself that he was an earnest and high mind
cannot avoid being
and
men
thousand
What "neutral" nations really wish on his
ability to drive a close bargain ed man, of great force and character. cut to
I wish to save you this
pieces.
could
to do is to make all the money they contracted to paint a huge barn in the
he
buy
believed
The president
summon you to surren
can by selling to any and all belliger- neighborhood for the small sum of the Mexican territory that geographic disaster and
der."
to
United
the
ents whatever they need to make their $12.
ally ought to belong
"Old Rough and Ready," as his
fighting more efficient
"Why on earth did you agree to States. He appointed a special com
called him, replied at once. "I
men
The object la to make all the do it for so little?" his brother in- missioner, John Sltdell, to negotiate,
to accede to your request."
decline
a
as
States
result, quired.
money possible whether,
and he believed that the United
Santa Anna worked out an elabor
a lot more people are killed or not.
"Well," said the old painter, "you ought to be willing to pay forty million
an attack
During the Boer war we sold to see, the owner is a mighty unreliable dollars. Later he authorized an offer ate battle plan, Involving
in three columns,
Mexicans
the
by
the British government all the army man. If I'd said I'd charge him $25, of twenty-fiv- e
the
millions, with
horses It would take at our price, likely he'd only paid me $19. And 'nited States assuming the payment with a force in the rear to cut off
and nobody would listen to prevent- if I charged him $12 he may not pay
Taylor's retreat.
of the claims on which Mexico had de
The battle began at sunrise' and
but $9. oS I thought it over, so that
ing it as a breach of neutrality.
faulted interest.
Of course, we should have sold to I decided I'd paint it for $12, so that
all day. At times it looked as
lasted
Mexican president refused to
would be overwhelmAmericans
if
the Boers Just as cheerfully, and noth I wouldn't lose so much." Lippin- - The
the
receive Slidell, and Polk felt that the ed. But
us
the advantage of
had
better
have
would
cott's.
pleased
ing
they
time for patience was at an end. At the
and of the artillery. Rethan to have put up all our horses
ground
cabinet meeting in May,
at auction and had representatives of
the American batteries swept
Three boys, age 3, 4 and 5 years a Saturday
that he would send peatedly
announced
he
the two belligerents bid against each respectively, were discussing the mat- 1846,
the
attacking lines from the field.
on Monother for the lot.
ter of attending Sunday school. The a war message to congress on the On one occasion the arrival of Col.
In this respect our laws are like oldest boy, quickly made his choice, day, urging a declaration
Jefferson Davis, later president of the
the laws of other countries. We sell saying: "I'd rather go to the Epis- ground of Mexico's failure to pay the confederacy, with his regiment of
claims and its refusal to negotiate. Mississippi infantry, saved the day.
what we have to sell and the buyer copal Sunday school."
Banneceswe
takes the risk. For all that,
"I wouldn't," responded the four-yea- All the members except George
The roster of officers foreshadowed
voted
Vie
of
the
navy,
horses
knew
the
might
to
Methosecretary
the
"I'd rather go
croft,
sarily
the greater conflict of the Civil War.
for plowing.
dist. Where'd you rather go, broTii-er?- " "yes."
Sherman, Thomas, Bragg, Reynolds,
There are, however, certain lines
That night Polk got word that Tay- were in command of batteries.
turning to the
drawn. We cannot build and sell war"I'd rather go to the Hipprodrome," lor's force on the Rio Grande had been
It was a bloody day. The Ameriships, to a belligerent, for In that case replied brother. Exchangeattacked." So be spent Sunday revis- cans lost nearly a fifth of their entire
'
went to
the intended use is obvious. Perhaps
ing the message.. When it
force in killed and wounded. The
we cannot sell any ships which are
was
action
urged
on
hundred
Monday,
twenty-fiv- e
had
was
congress
The advanced English class
Mexican loss
obviously intended for air in wa. been
on the ground that Mexico had That night Taylor's army slept on its
of
"The
chiefly
Sleepy
Legend
reading
We cannot sell war material to the
'
on
Hollow,' and had reached the dra- taken the initiative in bringing
arms, expecting to renew the fight
armed vessel of a belligerent within
"A
lines
it
where
matic
war.
said,
plashy
In the morning. But Santa Anna reour ports, or coal or provisions, exmet the presi- treated before dawn and left the
of
ear
sensitive
the
promptly
tramp
caught
Congress
cept sufficient rto take the ship to
dent's wishes, and a bill waB hurried Americana in possession of the field.
her nearest home port- We probably
own words,' ask- through appropriating ten million dol
into
"Put
it
your
Beuna Vista made Taylor the next
a
cannot openly sell arms direct to
ed the teacher of a promising look- lars for expenses, and authorizing ihe
Also it was the occasion for
we
but
may
president.
belligerent government,
student.
thousand
for
call
ing
to
fifty
onthe writing of two remarkable poems,
presldent
spll freely to third parties whose
rame Whlttier's
"Why," he replied promptly, "tha
chief
opposition
The
them
use
"Angels ot Buena Vista" is
or
for
probable
ly apparent
"
dirty tramp got a hold of his sore in the senate, but at the close of thr familiar, beginning:
is to resell them to a belligerent.
ear."
from
one
Judge.
senators,
two
lookthe
to
debate
only
But we are supposed
prevent
Speak and tell us, our Ximena,
Delaware and the other from Massa!erations of organized bodies within
far
away.
ing northward,
"Paw, did Adam name all the chusetts, voted "no."
our own country in aid of an insurO'er the camp of the Invaders, o'er the
animals?"
the
rection or war in another country.
The war was bitterly opposed by
Mexican array,
"So we are told, Tommy. Of
If any of our citizens feel a special
party in New England on Who is losing? Who is winning? Are
did."
course
he
t.
call to go o ffto some other country
the ground that it was undertaken
they far, or come they near?
"That's one on you, paw. The
- The'r
and get shot, we do not try to pregain more slave territory,Look
abroad and tell us, sister, whithdiscovered
been
hadn't
vent it. Nobody, in fact, cares.
expression n Lowfound
literary
'
rolls the storm we hear.
er
But we are supposed not to per- - then." Chicago Tribune.
ell's "Biglow Papers." For example. "Down the bills of Angostura, still the
a
mit "recruiting," which means the
Thrash away, you'll hev to rati.'
storm of battle rolls,
"Billy and his wife had a serious
kittle-drum- s
o'yournpersuasion of other people into such
On them
Blood
is flowing, men are dying; God
foolishness by those who have not quarrel yesterday."
o cattie
kind
knowln
a
TaW't
matter?"
have mercy on their souls!"
the slightest intention of risking their "What was the
modld:' corn:
with
ketched
Is
lhat
for
as
much
to
Who Is losing? Who Is winning? "Over
"He wanted
spend
own necks. We do not permit miliflfer feller,
you
stiff,
to
Pu.
was
as
she
,in
a
hill and over plain,
suit
going
spring
tary bodies to organize on our soli
Record-et folks see how spry you be
l
an
hat.'
Easter
Chicago
see
I
but smoke of cannon clouding
for
pay
on
a
war
out
make
to
and inarch
Herald.
you'll toot till you sr.? yeller
fluffs
through the mountain rain."
neighbor.
ahold o' me.
''Vote
git
you
Still
better known are Thedore
made
are
All laws on this subject
asrr?e.
"generaily
historiansLafer
O'Hara's fine lines, written after the
Sorrie 'men are so rich that they
for the purpose of encouraging trade
was confinthis
feeling
.that
and
news was received and incidentally
however
automobile
an
own
to
afford
can
with belligerents "while still keeping
As was Indicated It was more'" than a month after the
small
grou.
a
to
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same
at
courts"
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in Washington:
The muilled drum's sad roll has beat
The soldier's last tatoo;
No more on life's parade shad meet
That brave and fallen few.
On Fame's eternal camping ground
Their silent tents are spread,
And Glory guards with solemn round
The bivouac of the dead.
The next month after' Buena Vista,
Scott landed near Vera Cruz with
twelve thousand men. After a siege
of a few days he captured the castle
and town, and a little later started
on his march along the highway to the
capital of the Aztecs, over the route
that Cortez and hia little band had
traversed just 328 years before.
The march was a repetition of Taylor's brilliant campaign in the north.
Scott stormed the heights of Cerro
Gordo, occupied Jalapa, Perote and
Puebla, and on August 10 the City of
Mexico was in sight ,
Polk reieatedly tried for peace during the progress of the war, but all his
overtures were rejected. Santa Anna
intimated that for a consideration of
$10,000 he might be able to end the
fighting. He got the money from Scott
but was unable to carry out his agreement.
Polk announced that he would "conquer a peace," and the campaign went
on. To capture the capital Scott decided that it was necessary to storm
the Castle of Chapultepec, which
stood on a rock rising one hundred
and fifty feet from the plain.
The taking of the castle by Pillow's
command was one of the most gallant
exploits of the war. His men rushed
the hill without waiting for the scalThere was a delay at
ing ladders.
the summit until the ladders could be
brought, and then the soldiers scaled
the high walls and took the fort.
Scott now occupied the City of Mexico and raised the American flag over
the halls of the Montezumas.
Meanwhile an expedition under Col.
Stephen W. Kearney had set out from
Fort Leavenworth in June, 1846, over

Smoking Sets
Ash Trays

Fern Dishes

battle before the outcome was known

Jardinieres
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OF A FINISH OBTAINED ONLY IN THE BEST
AT

T A U R E R T" S
TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
6. 50; southern
steers $4.755.90;
southern cows and heifers $3.255;
native cows and heifers $3 (6; stock-er- e
and feeders $4.40ig6; bulls $4Q
calves $4.507.50;
western
5.10;
steers $4.756; western cows $3.25

HONEY AND STOCKS

New York, March 2 1 Call money,
per cent Prime mercantile paper
per cent. Mexican
dollars 45. Amalgamated 64
Sugar
120
Atchison 109. Great Northern
New York Central 103 5.25.
pfd. 127
ReadHogs 14,000, market five to ten
Northern Pacific 124
higher. Bulk $6.556.70; heavy $6.55
Southern Pacific 117
ing 157
6.65; packers and butchers $6.60
Union Pacific 176
Steel 78
6.75; light $6.656.75; light $6.65
pfd. 118
2

2

44

1-- 2

1--

1-- 2.

5--

3--

7--

6.75.

Sheep 7,000 market steady. Muttons $45; lambs $5.506.30; fed
New York, March 21. Lead, dull,
wethers and yearlings $4.205.75; fed
440450; Standard copper dull; spot western ewes $4 4.75.,
and May 11.8011.90. Silver 52

riEl AL ZZi

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Chicago, March 21. Cattle 2,500,
market slow to steady. Beeves $5.10
6.75; Texas steers $4.405.50; western steers $4.755.75; stockers and
feeders $4 5.75; cows and heifers
$2.404.74; calves $5.257.50.
Hogs 12,000, market slow, five to
ten higher. Light $6.657.05; mixed
$6.506.95; heavy $6.456.85; rough
$6.456.60; good to choice heavy $6.60
6.65; pigs $6.507.05; bulk $6.65

WOOL
St. Louis, March 21. Wool, market
and western
unchanged. Territory
mediums 1922; fine mediums 16
17; fine 1213.

GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Chicago, March , 21. Wheat May
90; July 89. Corn, May 48
July
Oats, May 30
July 50
30
Pork, May $16.92 12;
6.85.
July $16)25 Lard, May $8.87
Ribs, May $9.32
90; July $8.82
Sheep 14,000, market steady to ten
Native $35.10; western $3.25
$8.82
lower.
July
5.25; yearlings $4.755.50; Imabs,
native $56.35; western $5.256.45.
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
l--

Kansas City, March 21. Cattle
Even a good man overdoes it when
including 200 southerns, market
steady to weak. Native steers $5.35 he knows that somebody is looking.
8,000,

fOnntlnued on Page Five)
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Dresses for
All Occasions
STREET, AFTERNOON
OR EVENING WEAR
Probably no part of our apparel stock has
caused more favorable comment than our
showing of dresses. Every correct style is
displayed in all the favored materials dresses of gold cloth, pongee, foulard and taffeta
are here in all the newest colorings and combinations. Practical street dresses as well as
the more elaborate "models for afternoon and
evening wear are represented in plain colors,
figured designs, checks and stripes in light
and dark effects price range

$12.50 to $4o.oo

r.

WP0AIu1W

three-year-ol-

-

anti-slaver- y

e

--

t
t
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NOW COME

THINGS FOR SPRING

WOMEN'S

Washable School and White Frocks for
Girls of From 6 to 16 Years

(

1

The

SUITS

With a Welcome for Spring

Whatever else the spring wardrobe
may contain, one thing- is settled in
most women's minds it must have
. at least one plain
tailored, finely simple suit to bear the brunt of daily
.wear. In our suits are combined
correct cut, faultless tailoring,
good
lines, the latest styles and the best
' of
materials. Quality in
line
from the fastidious clusterevery
plaiting- of
skirt to close fitting, single breasted
lines of coats. Prices
range from

We are well convinced that these
are the prettiest wash dresses that
have ever been shown here before.
All of them have deep hems, wide
skirts and they are so well made that
we could sell them better if we turned them wrong side put. They come
in pretty ginghams, percales and
chambrays. These washable frocks
come in a variety of colors and with
attractive touches of embroidery,
bands and buttons. All Guaranteed
fast colors.

515-51- 7

TAILORED

-

r

.

$22.50 to $45.00

''";'...-

I

Store of Quality

Opposite

Railroad

Castaneda

Avenue

E.LasVegas,

,

:

y

z--y

a 1 11

Hotel
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Richard Dunn of Gascon Is in the
city visiting friends and relatives.
W. F. Cobb of Albuquerque was
a business visitor In this city today
J. D. Hand .was among the Las
Vegas people in Santa Fe on busi
ness yesterday.
Dr. C. S. Losey is in Santa F",
where he will spend several days on
professional business.
Charles A. Spiess was a visitor U
Santa Fe yesterday, where he con
ferred with Governor Mills.
Mrs. Herman C. Ilfeld left this af
ternoon for Kansas City, where she
will visit relatives for several weeks
G. L. Kahle, of Trinidad, district
superintendent for the Wells Fargo
Express company, arrived in Las Ve
gas last night on a brief official visit.
Captain W. B." Brunton arrived this
afternoon from Shoemaker and to
night will attend the meeting of the
local Grand Army post, of which he
is a member. .
Mrs. J. M. Cunningham will leave
the last of the week for Boston, for
a visit to her daughter. Miss Louise,
who is attending Mount Ida, a girls'
finishing school.
Miguel A. Otero, of Santa Fe. ex
governor and the present territorial
treasurer, was a business visitor here
today. Mr. Otero was a resident of
Las Vegas at one time.
Milnor Rudulph of Tucumcari is in
Las Vegas and will remain until Chas.
Rudulph, who is In the Las Vegas hos
pital, following a severe surgical
operation, ia out of danger.
J. E. Clark, territorial sunerlnten
dent of public instruction, was in
the city today, showing the flno
points of the Carter, car for which
he is agent in the, territory. He
drove over from Santa Fe in his au
tomobile. He is on his way to Wagon

Hie man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
nd whythe man on

i
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whn everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

CO.

Pbone Main 3

I

We Have

I
I

Western
Garden

I
?
2

Just Recei- - t
vedaLotof

Seed

Cin Bulk

and Package,"fc I

4

I

I

From Barteldes Seed

$

Co. It will pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.

g

1

.

J.

A.

'

Papen

Grocer and Butcher.
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SPECIAL MASTER'S SALE

Territory

of New

,

j

Mexico,

County of San Miguel.
In the District Court.
Ludwig 'm. Ilfeld,
Plaintiff,

E.

T.

Plowman, manager of th.s
Castaneda hotel, who was tailed to
Los Angeles a week ago by the seri
ous illness of his mother, is expect
ed to return tomorrow. Mrs. Plow
man is reported considerably improv
ed and hope for her ultlmate'recovery
is now held out.
WHO WAS IT?
A Las Vegas young man was heard

vs.

Francisco A. Manzanares
and Ofella B. llanza-Jjares- ,
Defendants.
No. 6963.
Whereas, on the 10th. day of March,
A. D. 1911, in that certain cause!
numbered 696S on the docket of the
District Court of the County of San
Miguel, Territory of New Mexico, in
which Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld was plaintiff and Francisco A. Manzanares and
Ofelia B. Manzanares were the defendants, Judgment was duly rendered
in favor of the said plaintiff and against
the said defendants for the sum of
Four Thousand Seven Hundred
0
and
(14744.57) Dollars,
together with interest thereon at the
rate of Ten (10) per cent from the
10th day of March, A. D. 1911, to the
date of the sale hereinafter provided
for, together with all taxes duly levied
and assessed against the property,
and the costs of this action, and
Whereas, the above named cause
was one for the foreclosure of a certain mortgage, and by said decree the
above named sum was adjudged to be
a Hen upon all and singular the land
and real estate hereinafter described,
and the same was ordered sold in
conformity with law and the practice
of the above named court to satisfy
the 6aid lien, and the undersigned
having been duly named and appoint-sale
pedal Master to make said
described,
above
notice is hereby
Now, therefore,
the
day of June,
given that on
A. D. 1911, at ten o'clock a, m., at
the east front door of the court house
of the County of San Miguel, in the
town of Las Vegas, said county, and
underTerritory of New Mexico, the
sell
will
and
for
sale,
signed will offer
the
to
highest
auction
at public
bidder for cash, all and singular the
following described real estate,
(28).
Lota numbered Twenty-eigh- t
(29). and Thirty (30). of
Twenty-nin- e
Las
block "A" Pablo Baca Addition to
of
city
incorporated
now
the
Vegas,
New
Vegas, San Miguel County.
of the
Mexico, according to the plat
H. CunH.
W.
made
by
Raid addition
said principal
ningham to satisfy the
thereon at
interest
sum, together with
annum
cent
per
ten
per
of
the rate
A.
March
of
from the'said" 10th day
of
June,
24th
day
said
D J1911. to the
toa! D. 1911, the date of aid sale,
0
and
x
gether with Thirty-siof said act on,
($36 87) Dollars cost
and all U
sale,
this
of
costs
and, the
against
assessed
es duly levied and
said property
W. E- - GORTNER.
s
8peclafrf aster:
Fo?-ty-fo-

S

?h

Mound.

last evening making or attempting to
make a "date" for a dance to occur
soon after Easter. He used the telephone and this is what he said:
!"
"Hello, is this
"How. are you anyhow?"
"This is
"Have you heard about that dance
on April-i-- I"
"Are yon going?"
"That so?"
"Well, if you go I'll go with you."
"Oh, pshaw". You better go."
"Everybody's going."
"Oh, I don't mean that. You know
what I mean by everybody."
"Well, good bye."
Question: Did he get the date?

r

WARNING TO GENEROUS PUBLIC
Max Reimer is under sentence to

leave the United States of America
on or about May 20 or go to the territorial penitentiary for from two to
five years, and as he obtained room

and board and medical aid and did
not pay for the same the public is
warned not to give him anything on
credit. Information will be 'given
cheerfully by
R. H. GOHLKE.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
:alls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
Druggists refund money if it
ture is on each box. 25c
signa-Tablet-

A Mother's Safeguard
Foley's Honey and Tar for the children. Is best , and safest for all
coughs, colds croup, whooning-coug0. G.
and bronchitis. .'No opiates.
Schaefer and Re Cross Drug Co.
li

A DEGREE

to-wi- t:
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OF EXISTENCE.

ONE COMMERCIAL

J5he

ICE PLANT WILL

ORGANIZATION

NEW DUTCH CURTAINS

RUN OOTII DAY

PROPOSED
MOVEMENT

LAUNCHED TO UNITE
AND WEST LAS
VEGAS CLUBS

EAST

It

Is now

in
ifflf

AND

THE

SERVICE
TO PILL ITS
CONTRACTS

HOSENTHAL

I

I

DIAZ

My landlady Is a
woman.
Blnks Why do you think bo?

T00PR0UD

Continued from Page One;
ested. liimflofotir called upon! the
president fit the national palace. The
meoting was cordial in the extreme,
e
the two
friends shaking
hands
and embracing repeatedly.
Then followed a eonfrence lasting
more than an hour at which no other
person was present. At Its conclusion
Senor Llmantour said only generali
ties were discussed.
The national situation today, as af
fected by the rebellion, is not" regarded In a particularly optimist! j
light In view of the declaration of
Minister Llmantour.
His assertion
that the rebels must lay down their
arms, In the face of their repeated
declarations that they will no nothing of the kind Is considered as point
ing to a deadlock. The suggestion of
the minister that all rally to the sup
port of President Diaz, has met with
little favor among thinking people.
There had been no settlement today
as a result of Liinantour's visit to
the national palace last night, and
the officials ar silent regarding the
old-tim-

outlook.

Warships on West Coast
San Diego, Calif., March 21. The
Mexican steamer Herrerles, arriving
today from Lower California, brought
the news that five hundred or more
Mexican troops were on their way to
Ensenada: that the United States de
stroyer Truxtun, was patrolling the
Lower California coast and that the
British sloop of war Shearwater, is at
Guaymae, Mex. Officers of the steamer say the Truxtuh was In Magdalena
Bay March 16, and expressed the belief that scouting parties had been
sent ashore.

EXPERIMENTAL

OF COURT

FARM

ROBERTS ACTED PROMPT-LIN CASE OF WOULD BE
BRIBERS

tlecause (hey talked too freely dur
the recfnt session of the district
court for Union tounly, roifego
and Telesfor Jimenes were
called before the court by Judge Clarence i. Roberts In Clayton, to answer
the charge of contempt.. Two men
named Haley and MeCanii were on
trial for cattle stealing." Arguella ftti'l
Jimenes are slil to have made the
statement that they had plenty of
money tot the purpose of corrupting
witnesses In the esse. When Arguelh
was first brought Into court be was
In an Intoxicated condition and Judge
Roberto ordered him taken lo Jail
and kept there until be was able lo
appear. On fbe fo"ow1na. day the
trial was held, the two men proving
strong witnesses a gainst themselve.
Arguella iffls given a fine of 150 find
thirty days In Jail. Jemenei was given fen flays In Jail find fined
Bftch man also wss obliged to pay
(be costs In the aetlons.
luring the term Herman ttruns
and W. M. favls were baled Info court
for refusing to have tbelf children
vaoclnafed. flruns demanded a Jury
trial. The evidence was so strong
against flruns that Judge Roberts Instructed the jury to return ft verdict
of guilty.
Urons wss fined $2S find
costs. Irnvis, after witnessing the
trial of r.runs withdrew bis plea of
not guilty and pleaded guilty to the
charge. He was fined $10 and costs
and given 100 days in Jaib The fines
and jail sentences were remitted but
the men were refjnired to pay the
csts. They were also required to
present to the court certificates to
the effect their children had been vaccinated, which they did with no delay.
An amusing incident occurred In
connection with the trial of Johnson
C. Farris, who was chrarged with unlawfully killing cattle. Farris bad
been indicted on this charge and the
trial had progressed for some hours
when the evidence brought out that
the animal Farris was accused of
shooting had not died. The case was
dismissed Immediately.
Estel Holland, A. Gutierrez and El
mer Elkins pleaded guilty to selling
liquor without a license and were fin
ed $50 and costs. The men. It Is alleged, had been selling a mixture
called mead and malt, which is said
to drive out of their normal senses
men who drink it.
lit

.

THE TALK

OF A PAIL.

Th hiir nrohlem of manufacturers of
food products has been to devise a
package for their products which will
msure the housewife getting them sweet,
fresh, without deterioration.
In this connection a verv ingenious
nadcace has been invented for the pro
tection of Cottolenc The pai!a in which
this cooking tat is packed (it is never
sold in bulk) have a special cover forced
on by machinery and then sealed. This
t.
and
make the nail absolutely
Cottolene will keep indefinitely as fresh
and as sweet as the day it was made.
air-tkh-

Every time a woman looks at tho
Best draught beer in the city, at photograph of an actress she is in
clined to feel discouraged.
the Lobby, of course.

COMMERCIAL

CLUB
DIRECTORS
WILL CONSIDER PROPOSITION
AT SPECIAL MEETING

To consider theancppiaueeuf

a
for the establishment of a gov
ernmeiit experiment rartn hear Las
Vegas the Imard of directors of the
Commercial Hub Will meet Friday
evening In special session, George A,
Fleming, wretary of the rliih, recent-l- y
received a trtt
from the dean of
the New Mexico agricultural college
st Mesllla I'HTk. The better suggested that 1flS Veess would le able to
secure the establishment of an experimental farm If It would go after It
According to the letter II. would b
Veens to furnish
necessary for
the land while the government, would
Vf for all Improvements and for
maintaining the farm.
The experimental farm leifof the
purpose of developing ft variety of
groin which vrtlt thrive In seml-arlregions, tt Is sngeeeted that lh
eoum'r? Around
Veeflff, bavin? aldemonstrated
lis value for dry
ready
farming, would be an Ideal plane for
such an Institution. The proposition
loo like ft good one and It
not unlikely the club will tfike action leading toward the semiring of the fn.rm.

9100.000.00

LjCf

J1Liti&

1

OUR "OTHER"

WAR

(Continued from I'age Four)

the Panta Ve trail, it paused at Ueht's
Fort at the crossing of the Arkansas
ri7er, and then proceeded to New MexAfter taking Santa Fe Kearney
started for California.
before he could reach there John
C. i'retrMit, the pathfinder, had
with the disaffected Amert-tasettlers In establishing a "I!er
State KepuMIe," Rut With the news
of the declaration of war the bear flag
was hauled down and the stars and
stripes substituted for It. Commodore
Stockton, who was on the coast with
a fleet,
with Fremont.
Mexico at last was ready to sue for
peace. A peace commissioner, N. P.
Trlst, had accompanied Scott, prepar
ed to make terms. His conduct had
displeased the administration and he
had been recalled. Polk feeling; that
in view of the prolongation of the
war severer terms must be exacted
than those at first contemplated.
But in disobedience to orders Trist
stayed and negotiated the treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo by which Mexico
gave up the vast territory of New
Mexico and California, inoluding the
divisions now known as Nevada, Arizona and Utah. The United States
paid Mexico fifteen million dollars for
the half a million square miles and
a
assumed the claims of American
Mexico.
against
There was opposition to tha treaty
in the cabinet Buchanan, secretary
of state, desired to take the whole of
Mexico east of the Sierra Navada
mountains, and Polk himself felt that
the terms were too lenient.
nut the president made up hla mind
against strong advice from party leaders that the war would better end on
He submitted
tho terms arranged.
It was ra
senate
and
to
the
the treaty
tified.
ico.

cltl-aen-

D.T.HOSKINS.Cwhl.r.
P. B. JANUARY,

Asit.Chlr.
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits

A Good Round Sum
In the bank gives a man about the most comfortable feeling he can enjoy. There are many such
depositors in

The Las Vegas Savings Dank
And very few commenced with a big amount. They
started with what they had and the constant additions and the interest together have put them in
possession of a tidy sum. Wouldn't it be wise for

d

Tinks You live at a boarding house,
i Try. a' dram of Old Taylor bourbon
"
believe.
the Opera bar. Served from bar'
at
Winks She says she enjoys seeing
Winks You flatter me when you say
her boarders have good appetites.
,
rels on the ba.r.

0

O

$50,000.00

you to do likewise?

cruel-hearte-

pro-poe-

fs

San Miguel National Bank

V

'in

I

Beginning ia the immediate inline
and continuing all summer the plant
of tko CryiMal loe company will be
run night and day and wilt he turning
out Us full capacity, Yesterday the
company signed a contract with the
San a Ko railway by which It Agrees
to furnish nil the lie lined by that railway for Its local needs. This Includes
lie CaRlanedrt hotel) the paiwetieer
station, the office, .the rotittd bouse
and other places where the Bsnta Fe
ustg ice, In Addition lo this the Crystal coinpoiiy will he called upon frequently to furnish a large amount of
Ice for ii9B in other plains, according
to th exportation. The Paula Fe
thus will use ft lure Amount of Crystal km each motilhi
The company has Just complete'l
extensive repairs and Improvements
and Is amply prepared 10 look after
Its Ioch! business In addition to Its
Banla Fe contract. It will furnish the
best of Ice nrl glre Mtlsfaetory dewho
livery- service. B. it. ftttsell,
with A, RtraiHn has been managing
the plant for several months, has acquired a half Interest In the company.
He find Mr. Strauss will ootitlnne to
msnsee the p1ant.

MADE OF

FOR CONTEMPT

JUDGE

NECESSARY

-

Winks

TV0 PUNISHED OFFER

NO T

A CONTINUOUS

proposed to establish
for the advancement of
Greater
Las Vegas a strong, live commercial
organization that will lie representative of the business' Interests of tbv
sister cities on either side of the
Galllnas river. This is to be eltecteJ
by the simple process of uniting the
Commercial club of Hast Ijib Vprh
and the Lns Vegas club.
Ilnital action In (his direction wn
taken yesterdny evening at an enthusiastic meeting of the Ia Vegas dub
in its quarters on the Plaza. The
club appointed a committee composed
of John D. W. Vendor, Jefferson Ray.
Also the New Scrim, Madras
nblds and Escqulcl Baca to confer
Etamine, Muslin, Nollinliarn
with the directors or a committee
from the Commercial club relative to and Cable Net Curtains and
the early unison of the two organizaNets are now in a (jrand artions.
ray for Spring, 1911.
Thursday evening, Mnrch 27, was
One-fift- h
Off fr.r Cash
designated ns the date upon which
this committee is to make Its report.
During Week Ending
Several rnembcrs of the board of diMarch -- ."th Last week
Kale on metal bed and
rectors of the Commercial club were
drcHHcrs continues tin
present at the Las Vogns club moottil March 2."th.
ing last night and agreed to call a
meeting at an early dite for tha
New Guernsey KartlienWare
consideration of the proposition.
In proposing a union with the Com
Rrown, White Lined,
mcrcial club the Las Verffts
flub,
Enameled Cooking and
through a motion which prevailed
Serving Dishes, Also
unanimously, imposed the condition
Casseroles with and
that the new club should lie so form
without handles, only
ed as to be representative of the
at
entire community. It was suggested
a secretary bo employed at a sufficient
salary to permit of the organlzn'l.m
demanding of him his entire time
and that the man selected for the
Opposite Y. M. O. A., R. Lm Vegas
place be amply qualified for perform
of
the
the
after
lng
looking
duty
interests of Greater La Vegas. It
was th sentiment of every man who
addressed the meeting that sur.n ac DATES
SET FOR
In
tion would prove
satisfactory
Entire reorganization
every way.
that would place the new ctuh on a
PROBATING WILLS
strictly business basis, & bat's that
will guarantee more efficient wotk, is
one of the conditions for a union.
JUDGE
MANUEL MARTINEZ
TO
Should the union of the two ciubs
HOLD HEARING IN SEVERAL
take place it is likely tha'. the c in
IMPORTANT ESTATES
stitution that will be drawn for the
new organization will contain some
At a brief session of the probate
radically di'fersr.t from
provisions
those In the constitutions of the two court held yesterday by Judge Manuel
organizations as they exist today. Fol Martinez in his office at the court
lowing the example of the Albuquer- house. May 4 was set as the date toe
que Commercial club, the organisation the
probating of the will of the late
likely will dispense with al! social
Garcia y Sandoval of Trem
Gregorio
ita
diversions and will concentrate
Mr. Sandoval died testate and
entina.
efforts and use all of its funds for
was a wealthy man, owning much land
for Las Vegas meritorious in
and live stock. His widow is named
dustries, promoting public improve- as executrix.
ments and looking after every phaso
The date for the probation of the
of the city's life that can be benewill of the late Dr. Charles H. Bradley
and
a
virile
of
attention
fited by the
active trade organization. Steps will was fixed for May 13.
April 24 was fixed as the date for
be taken to interest every business
man of the two cities In the activities the final closing of the administration
of the club so that the organization of the estate of the late Ml seal H.
will be representative. There Is no Skiles.
The date for the hearing of the
reason why the new club should not
have a membership of at least four final repQrt of the administrator of
the estate of the late Frederick Des
or five hundred.
The plan of the uniting of the two Marals was set for March 27.
clubs is undoubtedly a good one- Both
olubs have been worrying along unA Cold, La Grippe, then Pneumonia
der the handicap of a not thorough
Is too often the fatal sequence. Folwith
understanding and
ey's Honey and Tar expel the cold,
each other. It is an admitted fact that checks the la iTippe, and prevents
neither has done the work for La penumonla. Iti a prompt and relicough medicine that contains no
Vegas that it is capable of doing. able
narcotics.
"It is as safe for your chilthat will unite the dren as
Reorganization
yourself. O. G. Schaefer and
two clubs as one strong aggregation Red Cross Drus Co.
devoted exclusively to business would
be welcomed by everybody. The new
If
have trouble in getting rid
club would have the assistance and of you cold
you may know that you
your
dewho
man
of
moral support
every
is no reason why a cold should hang
sires the advancement of Greater Las are not treating It properly. There
Vegas and would draw into its mem- ou for weeks and it will not If you
bership many men who at the pres- take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
ent time either lend no aid to either For sale by all druggists.
organization or are too prone to criticise their methods.
PROOF POSITIVE.
Both organizations have done their
best to carry on the work assumed
by them. They have failed in many
respects and there are many who
have not affiliated with them because
they did not think their work as efficient as it should have been. Profiling by the successes and failures of
the two old organizations, a new club
could be formed that would have the
confidence of every man and that,
would assume a position of Importance, not only in Las Vegas but
throughout the southwest. Indications
are that the union of the two clubs
will be formed and when this is done
Las Vegas will have taken a Ions
step in the direction of progress.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

87-10-
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EVERYONE A STAR

OLGA NETHERSOLE

WITH MISS OLGA

WA.E3T

NETHERSOLE

LOBBY

THE

RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

DINNERS
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR

HE BEST GOODS

SOCIETY

AND

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

BUSINESS

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

M
F. o. E. Meets first and third Twd7.
commas!
evenings each month, at Vratarnal
Regular
SELF ON
3roiherhood hall. Visiting Broth en
cation first and
MEMBERS OF HER CAST
are
cordially invited. B. F. McGulrt,
third Thursday In '
President; E. C. Ward. Secretary.
each month. VisithxA w
Olga Nethersole, who is announced
NO.
ing brothers cor KKATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
to appear here at the Duncan on the
W.
H.
William
Stapp,
Invited.
102 Meets every Monday night at
dially
evening of March 28, in "The Redemp
Secretary.
H.
Chag.
M.;
Sporleder,
hall In the Schmidt bulldla.
their
tion of Evelyn Vaudray," prides her
Fountain Square, a eight
of
vest
2.
self on the ability of the various
NO.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
'
o'clock.
Visiting member are cor
members of her company. Miss
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
Fred. Philips, presiwelcome.
of
dially
frank
the
Nethersole is a
opponent
Regular concl? second
Carrie
Secretary; C.
Schrock,
dent;
star performances that is
at
TuwrtZ in each month
Treasurer.
Baily,
performances for which well known
Optic's Number, Main 2.
Masonic Tsuple at 7:30 p. m. C. U
actors and actresses surround them'
Tamme,
B5'.cber, S. C; Charle
LODGE NO. 545,
E. ROSENWALD
ATES F6R CLASSIFIED ADVER selves with a cast, endowed with just
ecorder.
I. O. B. B.
Meets
every first TuesTISEMENTS
enough histrionic ability not to arouse
in the vestry
month
of
ROYAL
the
NO.
day
J,
LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER
resentment
While
, Five cents per line each Insertion the audience's
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
convoca
MASONS
ARCH
Regular
CatlmaU six ordinary words to a line gratifying to the "Star" whose talent
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers ars
tion first Monday In each
Na ad to occupy less space than two is thus thrown into stronger relief,
inivted. Isaac
Maaonlo
Appel,
at
Temple,
month
cordially
lines. All advertisements charted will such performances lack artistic quail
A.
Chas.
m.
J.
7:30
at
Greenclay,
President;
p.
be booked at space actually set, with ties, balance and unity.
Each of
H. P.; Chas. H.
ut regard to number of words. Cash Oiga Nethersole's associates has
Secretary.
Sporleder,
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2. striking personality and is fitted menKNIGhTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E.
tally and physically to the part Into
v.'hich he or she is cast, thus creating
S. Meets second and fourth ThursThursday in O. R. C. ha:L Pioneer
which
an impression of
"
5
building. Visiting member are cor:,,"T
V V&
,
l
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs. AgH
H" ,
is produced with the aid of grease
dially invited. W. It. Tipton. Q. K.;
nes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; ThoE. P. Mackel. F. S.
this
on
and
alone.
mas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
Finally,
.WANTED First class cook.
Mrs. paint
of
the
some
with
she
agrees
Mrs.
Minerva
A,
Secretary.
point
Howell,
513
John Shank,
East Douglas.
I. O. O. F
LA8VEGA8 LODGE NO.1
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
greater actors of the past, she firmly
Meets every Monday evening al
l"r
believes in sympathetic
NO.
1,
LODGE
DORADO
EL
their hall on Sixth street All visitbetween herself and all the members
PYTHIAS Meets
OF
KNIGHTS
ing Brethren cordially invited to atwields
never
She
of
the
company.
WANTED 3 or 4 furnished rooms,
even
Monday
every
tend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
must be strictly modern In desirable her dictatorial power, but consults
in Castle Hall.
ing
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. El wood, Secreoccaon
every
location by bachelor gentleman. Ad- with her associates
are
Knights
Visiting
tary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
sion and welcomes all suggestions of
dress "P," Optic.
Invited,
cordially
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
whatever kind they may be.
Unity
Charles E. Lieb- the
of effort, smoothness, harmony
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
schnier, Chancellor
three factors necessary to Insure the
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Commander; Harry
of a dramatic rendering are
Meets
perfection
the second and fourth TuesMartin, Keeper of
FOR SALE S. C. black Minorcha bound to
be lacking whenever a sump-tlou- s
each month in the W. O. W.
of
POSES.
CHARACTERISTIC
days
IN
HER
ONE
OF
NOTED
ACTRESS
and
Seal.
Records
eggs, J1.00 per setting. J. F. Sack-mastar sets at work to suppress
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerable
the originality and natural care of
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. Viscommittee and in that position direct BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
TEXAS CATTLE RAISERS
her associates. "Let us please the
neighbors are cordially initing
UNION OF AMERICA
Meet first
FOR SALE New upright piano, price audience"
ed the campaign which resulted in the
San Antonio, Tex., March 21. With
Olga Nethersole very often
vited.
and third Wednesdays of each
election of Judson Harmon as gover
right. Inquire Wm. Shillinglaw, I says at rehearsal. "It doesn't matter an attendance
that includes many
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
as
& A. Corporation.
nor.
He
a
is
lawyer
prominent
who gets the curtain calls."
Her prominent cattle men of Oklahoma as 1
1
DENTISTS.
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. to.; VV. A.
term
Ohio
one
in
served
and
the
legis
company this season includes Walter well as Texas the thirty-fiftannual
Oivens, Secretary. Visiting mem
FOR SALE Thoroughbred Buff PlyMr. Nichols la an expert tenlature.
F. R. LORD
Edwards, Franklyn Roberts, Wallace
bers cordially invited.
mouth Rock eggs, $1.00 per setting.
convention of the Texas Cattle Rainis player and an enthusiastic base
DENTIST
Birskine, Margaret Campbell, Maude
The
democrats
made
notable
gains
C. P. Hammond.
(
Office Pioneer Building
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
and Mrs. ser's association met in San Antonio in the recent municipal elections iu ball fan.
Hosford, Nellie Malcolm
Rooms 3 and 4
fourth Tuesday evening of each
George Barnum.
today for a three days' session. Gov- Maine.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
a Trifle Sensitive
You
are
If
Office
Phone Main57
C.
month at O. R.
hall.
Visiting
ernor O. B. Colquitt and James Cal- Kentucky democrats will nominate About the size of your shoes, It's some
Residence
baby chicks, $14.00 per 100. Money
Phone 41 d
K,
are
invited.
Brothers
J.
cordially
NOTICE
lan of Menard, president of the asso a state ticket and declare their choice satisfaction to know that many peo
must accompany order. Mrs. MagD. W. Con
Exalted
Ruler;
Martin,
of
Territorial
DeparmeDt
Engineer ciation, were the principal speakers at for United States senator at a genDR. E. L. HAMMOND
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R 2. Number o
ple can wear shoes a size smaller by
don, Secretary."
- " - .nrimflrv
Application 521. Santa the initial session this morning. El 1 pvnl
...... nn Jiilv 1
Foot-EasDENTIST
anti
the
shaking Allen's
New Mexico, March 1, 1911.
The Michigan
league is septic powder into them. Just the thing RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth Suite 4, Crockett
Paso and Oklahoma City are appli
Hat
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de- Fe,
Building.
Notice is hereby given that on the cants for the convention of the asso- formulating plans
for
submitting
hall
and
residence
of
the
fourth
office
the
erhood
at
sleep
recphones
Mala
and
for dancing parties, patent leather
scriptions. Notary
29th day of December, 1910, In accord ciation next
state-wid- e
prohibition in Michigan in shoes, and for breaking In new shoes
year.
ord a at The Optto office.
Thursday of each month, eighth
ance with Section 26, Irrigation Law
1914.
ATTORNEYS
run, thirtieth breath. Visiting broth
overshoes
or
rubbers
become
When
of 1907 Red River Valley Co., of Bell
Usher L. Burdick, lieutenant goverers always welcome to the wigwam, Qo. H. Hunker
Chester n. Hunker
Al
and
shoes
necessary
your
pinch,
Ranch, County of San Miguel, Terri NEW BATTLESHIPS GIVE WORK nor of North Dakota is mentioned as
HUNKER
Flint
O.
David
&
W.
HUNKER
Wood,
sachem;
Foot-Ease
len's
gives instant relief.
of New Mexico, made an applicaa likely candidate for the republican-nominatio- Sold
at Law
of
collector
records
chief
of
and
Attorneys
25c.
FOR RENT Two room furnished tory
FREE,
everywhere,
Sample
tion to the Territorial Engineer of
New Mexlce
La Vegas,
for governor next year.
Continued from Page Three
wampum.
house,
Lincoln Avenue.
Address, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy
New Mexico for a permit to approA special election will
be held iu N. Y. Don't accept any substitute,
from the Public waters of the of the New York type. Suppose that Winston-Salem- ,
N. C, next month to
FOR RENT Nice, large steam heated priate
of New Mexico.
Territory
the destroyers of an attacking flotilla decide whether the city shall adopt
rooms. No invalids. 401
RailWarning to Railroad Men
Such appropriation is to be made had a
They the commission form of government.
Lookout for severe and even dan
speed of thirty knots.
road avenue.
TO
A BIG
from Canadian river, La Cinta and would then be able to traverse the
and bladder trouble re
Victor L. Berger of Milwaukee, who gerous kidney
Oo
Perra' creeks at a point Sec. 8 T. 17
from
of
years
railroading.
e
"danger zone" In the space of will assume his duties as a member of sulting
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
Geo. E. Bell, 639 Third St., Fort
N. R. 24 E. Diversion and storage ten minutes. But in that lurid ten
511 Ninth: street.
on April 4, will have the dis- Wayne, Ind., was many years a con
the
house
1500
sec.
cu. ft. per
and or 182,000 minutes the guns of the dreadnought
and
of being the first socialist in ductor on the Nickel Plate. He says
acres feet is to be conveyed to Ts. 17, would be able to hurl 1,800 shells at tinction
"Twenty years of railroading left my
congress.
16 N. R. 25 E; Ts. 17, 16, 15, 14 N. R.
kidneys in terrible condition. There
her foes..
Charles Cr'sp, who succeeds Asher was a continual pain across my back
26 E; Ts. 17, 16, 14 N. R. 27 E; Ts.
of
on
some
adventures
Commenting
LOST A litjlo female fox terrier pup- 16, 15, 14 N. R. 28
of the and hips and my kidneys gave me
Hinds as parliamentarian
E., by means of this sort which took
place during the house. Is a son of the late Charles F. much distress, and the action of my
py, four and a half months old, ditches, canals and reservoirs
and
bladder was
and most pain
war in the east, a Russian officer eswhite with, black and yellow head there used for
of the house ful. I got a frequent of
Irrigation of 101,978 timated that it required the weight of Crisp, who was speaker
supply
Foley Kidney
'
and little black spots near tall. acres and for domestic purposes.
from 1891 to 1895.
Pills and the first bottle made a won
one of
to
sink
shells
a
in
destroyer
to
Finder phone or call E. C. Ward,
Duncan U. Fletcher, United Staten derful improvement and four bottles
The Territorial Engineer will take these vessels when
rushing, on their senator from
902 Third St., and receive reward.
was elected cured Ime completely. Since being
Florida,
this application up for consideration
how
cured have recommended Foley Kid
prey; that it was wondered
on the 30th day of May, 1911, and all the
president of the Southern Commer- ney Pills to many of my railroad
shells, did not hit. But that was cial
congress at the recent meeting of friends." O. G. Schaefer and Red
LOCAL TIME CARD
persons who may oppose the granting in the east, and the observation came
Cross Drug Co.
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must file
of the above application
organization in Atlanta.
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Congressman
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY, MARCH 21, 191 1
Precinct No. 62, Andrea
sherift and presents to the board ac- October, 1910, assessor's compensa
counts against the county of San tion for 1908 end 190", $1.77.
Judge ot election, J2.00.
Precinct No. 53, Manuel
To Antonio D. Torres, to fees as
Miguel approved by the board before
the 18th day ot March, A. D., 1910, justice of the peace, $10.55.
judge of election, $2.00.

OFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS OF THE
COMMISSIONERS OF SAN MIGUEL CO
(Continued, From Yesterday.)

Precinct No. 44, Nestor Montano,
clerk of election, $2.00- Precinct No. 45, Isidro A, y Ribera,
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 45, Dolores Gallegos,
clerk of election, $2.00Martinez,
Precinct No. 47. Bias
clerk ot election, $2.00Preclnct No. 48, Patricio Valverde,
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 49, Antonio M. Mares
clerk of election, $2.00.
Baca,
Precinct No. 50. Ramon
clerk of election, $2.00- Haca,
Precinct No- 50
Segundo
clerk of election, $2.00- Precinct No. 52, Xieacio Quintan?
clerk of election, $2.00Precinct No. 53 Jose Daniel Torres
clerk of election, $2.00.
It ia now ordered that the board do
now adjourn subject to the call of
the chairman.

iTecinct jso. 46, Roman Romero,
Judge ot election, ..oO.
Precinct No-- 47, Lorenzo
Leai,
Judge ot election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 47, Juan Benavidei.,
judge ot election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 49, Dolores
Mares,
judge of election, J 2. 00.
Precinct No. 54, Elmer McElroy,
judge ot election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 63, Antonio D. Torres,
judge ot election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 1, Trinidad
Garcia,
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 3, Pedro Slsneros,
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 5, Falabn Gallegos,
clerk ot election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 6 Pablo Jaramillo
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 6, H. C. De Baca,
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
clerk of election, $2.00.
Chairman
Precinct No. 6, Guillermo Garcia,
Attest: LORENZO IEELGADO,
clerk of election, $2.00.
Clerk.
Precinct No- - 8, Brijido Archbeque
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 12, Apolonio Archuleta
Office of the Board of County Comclerk of election, $2.00.
mislsoners of San Miguel County,
Precinct No. 20, Alejandro Flores. New Mexico.
clerk of election, $2.00.
Laa Vegas, N. M., Nov. 7, A. D- - 1910.
Sena,
Precinct No. 23, Nestor
The board met in regular session
clerk of election, $2.00.
at 2 o'clock p. m.
Precinct No. 23, Clemente
Present: Roman Gallegos, chair
clerk of election, $2.00.
and County commissioners
man,
Precinct No. 42, Felipe Martinez, John S. Clark and Benigno Martinez,
clerk of election, $2.00.
the clerk and interpreter.
Precinct No. 42, Autua'o Aruiijo,
The minutes of the previous meet
clerk of election, $2.00.
ing were read and approved in open
Precinct No. 44, Josj I. iioilia1, session.
clerk of election, $2.00.
In the matter of the petition of thi
Baca, citizens of Precinct No. 43.
Precinct No. 49, Santiago
A petition of the citizens, voters
clerk of election, $2.00.
""lores, and taxpayers of Precinct No. ii,
Viaal
3,
Precinct No.
Los Fuertes, waB now submitted to
clerk of election, $2.00.
Madrid, the board asking that the name of
Precinct No. 2, Ramon
clerk of election, $2.00.
said precinct be changed from Los
Sena, Fuertos and that hereafter be known
No. 3, Csni'lo
Precinct
as San Agustin- And the board beclerk of election, $2.00.
Yaiaez, ing fully advised in the premises doe3
Precinct No- 4, Teodoo'O
clerk of election, $2.00.
grant the said petition as prayed for
Gurule, and the name of said precinct is here
Precinct ' No. 4,
clerk of election, $2.00.
by changed from Los Fuertes and
Precinct No. 7, Toribio Gonzales, hereafter to be known as San Agusclerk of election, $2.00.
tin.
Precinct No. 7, Bonifacio Sandoki,
The following bonds were now apclerk of election. $2.00.
proved and ordered filed,
' Precinct No. 9. Sant!:t.i Holbal,
Martinez & Martinez, Hot Springs
clerk of election, $2.00.
Butchers, Precinct No. 49.
Precinct No. 11, Atana?l Sxabeck
Andres Pollack, Hot Springs Butch
er. Precinct No. 49.
er, clerk of election, $2.m3.
Precinct No. 12, Roumaldo Gutter-res- ,
W. A. Naylor, Mineral Hill, Butch.
clerk of election, $2.00.
er, Precinct No. 11.
Precinct No. 13, Jose L. Bustos,
Comes now
Secundino
Romero,
clerk of election, $2.00.
sheriff and submits to the board his
Sena, monthly statement of liquor licenses
Precinct No. 14, Cesario
clerk of election, $2.00.
collected during the month of OcPrecinct No. 14, Francisco S. Mon- tober, A. D., 1910. The same was
toya, clerk of election, $2.00- approved.
Precinct No. 15, Francisco Trujillo,
In the matter of the account of C
clerk of election, $2.00.
W. G. Ward district attorney, for conr
Precinct No. 15, Elmon Trujillo, mission on delinquent taxes collected
'
clerk of election, $2.00.
for the year 1908.
Precinct No. 16, Atanacio Bustos,
In compliance with Chapter 22, of
clerk of election, $2.00.
the Laws of 1909, which expressly
Gonzales, provides that for all collections made
Precinct No. 17, Uablo
clerk of election, $2.00.
by suit brought, as provided by law
Precinct No. 19, Francisco Ribera, for delinquent taxes, 5 per cent of the
amount collected shall be paid to the
clerk of election) $2.00.
Precinct No. 24, Filadelfo Marquez, district attorney. It is further provided that this compensation shall ba.
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 24, Rafael E. Sanchez, paid out of the amount recovered upon the order of the county commisclerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 25, Eugenio Chavez sioners. The said district attorney
clerk of election, $2.00.
having submitted a statement from
Precinct No. 25, Canute Martinez the county collector showing In detail the amount realized by sale of
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 26, Quinino Montoya property in the delinquent tax list
for 1908, the said account is hereby
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 27, J. A- - Atencio, approved.
Las Vegas, N. M., Nov. 7, 1903
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 28, George P. Trum- To the Hon. Eugenio Romero, TreaCollector of
surer and
Precinct No. 30, Jose B.
bull
the County of San Miguel, Las Veclerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 31, Juan D. Gonzales,
gas, N. M.
$2.00.
of
election,
Pay to Charles W. G. Ward, disclerk
Ortiz, trict attorney, out of the amount rePrecinct No. 32, Tomas
covered from the sale of property
clerk of election,' $2.00;
Precinct No. 32, Juan B. Ribera, In the delinquent tax list of 1908
forty-on- e
and
($41.28) dollars,
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 33, Doroteo Sanchez, being five per cent of the amount
realized from the sale of such proclerk of election, $2.00.
Garcia,
Jose
perty.
33,
No;
Precinct
The Board of County Commissioners
clerk of election, $2.00.
of the County of San Miguel.
Precinct No. 34. Justo Gonzales,
By ROMAN GALLEGOS,
$2.00.
election,
clerk of
Chairman.
Precinct No. 35, Ruperto Archuleta,
is now ordered that the board
It
clerk of election, $2.00.
NoAranda, do now adjourn until tomorrow,
Precinct No. 35, Claudlo
1910, at 10:00 o'clock a.
vember
8th,
clerk of election, $2.00.
m.
Precinct No. 36, Esequiel Sanchez,
clerk of election, $2.00.
Vigil,
Las Vegas, N. M., Nov. 8, 1910.
George
Precinct No. 37.
met as per adjournment.
board
The
$2.0P.
clerk of election,
Quiii-tana- ,
Present, Roman Gallegos, chairman,
Precinct No. 37, Jesus Ma. Sf
and County Commissioners John S.
clerk of election $2.00.
Precinct No. 38, Florenclo Montano, Clark and Benigno Martinez, the clerk
and Interpreter.
clerk of election, $2.00.
M.
Castillo,
The quarterly report of Pablo
Juan
39,
No.
Precinct
justice of the peace of precinct
clerk ot election, $2.00.
Baca,
No.
for the third quarter, 1910, was
3,
Atllano
39,
NoPrecinct
submitted to the board the same was
clerk of election, $2.00and ordered filed.
Precinct No. 40, Cresendiano Mares approved
'
matter of the accounts of
In
the
$2.00.
,
election,
clerk of
of San
Salazar,
Cleofes
Romero,
Perfecto
Precinct No. 40,
the
others
and
against
county
Miguel
$2.00.
clerk of election,
County of San Miguel.
Precinct No. 43, Tranqulline
Comes now Cleofes Romero, ex- clerk of election. $2.00.

The said accounts having accrued and
become due and payable during fiscal
years prior to March 18th, A. D., 1910.
It is now ordered by the board that
said accounts are hereby approved
and ordered paid In compliance with
Chapter No. 114th, ot the Session
laws ot the 38th legislative assembly,
to-wl-t.
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To cieoiea ltomero,
snerirr, Tor
October, 1907,
feeding prisoners,
$225.50.

To Frank N. Romero, fees as in-terpreter in justice peace court, $4.00.
To Cleofes Romero, sheriff, fees,
$97.50.

To Cleofes

Romero, sheriff, fees.

$57.75.

To Domingo Montoya, for three
days' work with wagon and team at
$2.50, $7.60.
To Cleofes Romero;

sheriff,

fuel and commitments,

May,

for
1903,

To Amador Ulibarri, spec, consta
ble fees, $13.50.
io ceciiio alverde. for fees as
special constable, $1.75.
To Clrlaco Gonzales, fees as con
stable, $10.00 .
To Pablo Ullbarre, fees as justice
of the peace, $6.00.
xo uruz segura, for services as
Janitor of county court house, Octo
ber, 1910, $35.00.
To E. Barber, for Bidewalk east
and west of county Jail, $59.52.
To Enrique Sena, for services as
janer, uctooer, 1310, $50.90- To Pedro Quintana, services as as
sistant Jailer, October, 1910, $40.00.
To Enrique Armljo, for interpret
ing before the board of county com
missioners, $4.00.
To Lisnadro Montoya one-hal- f
pay
ment for building stone bridges near
Hot Springs, according to contract,

$250.00.
$36.00.
To Secundino Romero, sheriff, for
To Carlos Gallegos, for one day's
1910,
feeding prisoners,
October,
work with team and wagon, $1.C0.
78.50.
To Cleofes Romero, sheriff, for

fuel and commitments, August,

1908.

$43.00.

To Cleofea Romero,
fuel and commitments,

for

sheriff,
June,

1908,

$43.00.

To Cleofes Romero,
fuel and commitments,

for

sheriff,
August,'

to-wi-t:

1908,

$38.00.

To Cleofes

Romero, sheriff, fees,

$50.25.
To Cleofes Romero, sheriff, fees,
1.75.
To Cleofes Romero, sheriff, fees,
$9.00.
To Cleofes Romero, sheriff, fees,
$16.25.
To Cleofes Romerj,
Bher.if "or

fuel and
1908,

commitments.

Seutember.

$38.00.

To Ignacio Anaya, to cleaning the
county jail yard and taking out thir
teen loads of dirt at 40 cents per
load, $5.20.
To Andy Storz, for mattresses and
quilts for county Jail, $25.00.
To Cleofes
Romero, sheriff, fees
$24.75.
To Cleofes Romero,

for

sheriff,
fuel and commitments, October,

19US,

$40.00.
To Cleofes Romero,

feeding

:oi

sheriff,
October,

prisoners,

1908,

$332.00.
To William Boylan, fees as witness,
0.00.
To Margarito Gonzales, fees as wit
ness, $6.50.
V

To Cleofes

Romero,

sheriff, fees,

Romero,

sheriff, fees.

$6.50.

To Cleofes

$23.75.
To Cleofes Romero,

fuel and

sheriff; for
November.

commitments.

1908,

$40.00.
To Cleo.rs

l: v

feeding prisoners,
$225.50. '

ro.

sherif.

for

November,

,;4J3,
j

To Cleofes

'. r
Romero, sheri'f.
merchandise for county jail, $39.60.
To Cleofjs "iomeio
sheri r, for.
for fuel and commitments, December,

1908,

$42.00.

To Cleofes Romero, sheriff, tor
boarding county prisoners December
1908,

$310.50.

William
Boylan, fees as deputy
sheriff, $85.85.
The following accounts against the
County of San Miguel are approved
and warrants ordered Issued In payment for same against the county
treasurer,
To Agua Pura Company, for water
license, August, 1910, $25.00.
To Agua Pura Company, for water
license for November. 1910, $25.00.
To Colorado Telephone Co., fo.'
telephone rent for November, 1910,
t:

$12.00.
To Las Vegas Light and Power com

pany for light for

1910.

October,

$35.00.
To Charles Ilfeld company to mer

chandise for county jail,
for
To C. H. Bally,

$41.15-

-

stationary,

$5.30.
To Euginlo Gallegos Sanchez, for
salary as road overseer, District' No.
2, $83.30.
To J. M. Martinez for services, as
road overseer, $75.00.

To J. M. Martinez, expenses on trip
to Conchas, etc., $7.40.
To Ramon Chavez, for salary as
road overseer, district No. 1, $67.50To Sebastion Ortega, for labor, for
work performed at bridges near Los
-

VIgiles, $3.50.
To Romualdo Perea, for repairing
tools for (District No. 1, $3.00.
To Gross Kelly & Co., for merchandise, grain for district No. 1, $24.42.
To Jose Santos Esquibel,

to compensation on taxes
1902

1906,

1901

and

$17.47.

To Epitaclo Quintana,
to compensation on taxes

1905

The following vouchers for services
rendered at the last statehood elec
tlon at the various precincts within
San Miguel county were approved bv
the board and the same forwarded to
the secretary of the territory for
payment of same,
Precinct No. 1,
Jesus Serua,
member board of registration, $3.00.
Precinct No. 12, Juan Enclnias,
member board of registration, $3.00.
Precinct No. 14, .fulian Trujfllo,
member board of registration, $3.00.
Precinct No. 16, Francisco Arguello
member board of registration, $3.00.
Precinct No. 19, Ignacio Gonzales,
member board of registration," $3.00.
Precinct No. 20, Eusebio Ahuello,
member board of registration, $3.00.
Precinct No. 21, Rodolfo
Ortiz,
member board of registration, $3.00.
Precinct No. 31, Cresencio Martinez
member board of registration, $3.00.
Precinct No. 41, Manuel Chavez,
member board of registration, $3.00.
Precinct No- 41, Juan B. Gonzales,
member board of registration, $3.00.
A.
Precinct No. 45, Jose
Baca,
member board of registration, $3.00.
Precinct No. 48, Sostenes Ortiz,
Precinct No. 52, Anselmo Bowles,
member board of registration, $3.00.
Precinct No. 21, Jose F. Aragon,
member board of registration, $3.00.
Precinct No. 32, Manual Romero,
member board of registration, $3.00.
Vivian
Baca,
Precinct No. 41,
member board of registration, $3.00.
Lope?,
Precinct No. 54, Nazario
member board of registration, $3.00.
Baca,
Precinct No. 1, Porfirio
judge of election, $2.00.
Julio
Roibal,
7,
Precinct No.
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 9, Martin
Varela,
judge of election, $2.' 00.
Precinct No. 10, Francisco Arrel-lanejudge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 10, Atancio
Duran,
Judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 16, Sostenas Samor.i,
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 17, Cresencio Martinez
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 18, Placido Gurule,
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 18, Santiago Lopez,
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 18, Macario Montano,
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 19, Ignacio Gonzales,
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 21, Ciriaco
Ortiz,
judge ot election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 21, Jose Domlnguez,
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 22, Hilario
Lujan,
Judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 22, Alejandro Rodarte,
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 22, Antonio L. Blanc,
judge of election, $2.00.
..Precinct No. 26, Victoriano Salazar
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No-- 31, Cresencio Martinez,
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 31, Desiderio Chaves,
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 31, Todocio Chavez,
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 33, Jos A. Martinez,
Judge ot election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 36, Encarnaclon Lu
cero, judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 41, Pantaleon Archu
leta, judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 41
Antonio
Coca,
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 41, Benigno Martinez,
Judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 41, Juan B. Gonzales,
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 46, Molses
Lcero,
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 46, Jose D. Salazar,
'
Judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 48, Antonio Grlego,
Judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 48, Juan B. Sanchez,
Judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 50, Florenclo Llcon,
judge J of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 51, Victoriano Padilla
judge1 of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 51, Pablo Fresquez,
Judg:e of election, $2.00.

ana

$46.83.

to
To J. F. Esquibel,
compensation on taxes 1900, $8.14,
To John H. York, assessor to 4
per cent compensation on taxes 1910,
collected in October, 1910, $105.06.
'
To John H- - York, for stationary
and postofflce box rent, $3.55.
To A. M. Sanchez, collections of

-

Bowles,
Romero,

Precinct No. 46, Ramon
Romero,
house rent, $2.00.
Precinct No. 48, Hilario Gonzales,
house rent, $"2.00- Precinct No. 49, Prospero S. Baca
house rent, $2.00- Precinct No. 50, Matias Aragon
house rent, $2.00- Precinct No. 51, Victoriano Padilla,
house rent, $2.00.
S. Crooks,
Precinct No. 64,
E.
house rent, $2.00.
It is now ordered that the board
do now adjourn.

Precinct No. 34, San Isidro Tom3
Gonzales, Justo Gonzales, Incs Garcia,
Precinct No. 33, Laa Gallinai
Garcia, Octaviano Salas,, lere-oin- o
Romero.

Precinct No. 11, Simon Gonzales,
,
Judge ot election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 32, Manuel Romero,
jo. so, renasco l.u.. oo
judge of election, $2.00.
Ezequlel Sanchez, Manuel D. MonPrecinct No. 45, Frederlco Lucero,
toya, J. Dolores VigiL
Precinct No. 37, El Cerrito, Jesus
Judge ot election. $2.00.
Maria Quintana, Jose Torres, Anaata-clPrecinct No. 52 Cleofes Gallegos,
Manzanares.
Judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 21, Pedro
Precinct No. 38, Los, Torres PatriLopez,
cio Montano, Luis Montano, Julian'
judge of election, $2.00.
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
Lucero.
Pablo
Varela,
Precinct No- 52,
Chairman,
Precinct No. 39, Tecolotlto Juan M,
judge of election, $2.00.
Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk. Castillo, Cipio Salas, Atllano Baca.
Precinct No. 28, Jose Gonzales
Precinct No. 40, Bernal Baalllo
Mares, Judge of election, $2.00.
Office of the Board of County Com' Griego, Gregorlo aSndoval, Anteali
Precinct No. 34, Nicolas Martinez
missioners, San Miguel County, New Marquez.
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 41, Canon Largo Juan
Precinct No, 1, Francisco Sandoval Mexico.
Las Vegas, N. M., November 22, 1910. B. Gonzales, Antonio Coca, Aaymun-d- o
clerk of election, $2.00.
Board met in special session at 10
Martinez.
Precinct No. 9,
Juan B. Lucero,
o'clock a. m.
Precinct No. 42, Romeroville Jose
clerk of election, $2.00.
Present:
Chairman Roman Galle Ignacio Montoya, Gumecinco Ortiz,
Precinct No. 10, Edwardo Duraa,
gos and County Commissioners John Juan Ortega.
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 44, Ojitos Frios Ce
Precinct No. 16, Isidro
Solano, S. Clark and Benigno Martinez, the
clerk and interpreter.
cllio Lujan, Serapio
clerk of election, $2.00.
Barros, Juan
In the matter of the appointment Quintana.
Precinct No. 17, Victor
Vare'a,
of judges of registration.
Precinct No. 45, El Aguila Juan
clerk of election, $2.00.
Be it Resolved by the Board ot Jose Gallegos, Estevan Gallegos, Ist
Madrid,
Precinct, No. 18, Faustin
clerk of election, $2.00.
county commissioners of San Miguel doro Apodaca.
Precinct No. 46, Tmplazado Mo
Precinct No. 18, E. D. Monsimer, county, New Mexico, that the followclerk of election, $2.00.
ing named persons be and they are tor Lucero, Isidro - Sandoval, Juan
Precinct No. 19, Eusebio Ahuero, hereby appointed judges of registra Jose Lucero.
clerk of election, $2.00.'
Precinct No. 48, Trementlna Juan
tion, in and for their respective pre
Precinct No- 21,
Rodolfo
Ortiz, cincts to serve as such for the specb.l P. Garcia, Hilario Gonzales, Cruz Lu
election to be held Saturday, January cero.
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 49, Agua Zarca Salo
Precinct No. 22, Placido Blotran, 21st, A. D., 1911, tor the adoptlo.i
or the rejection of the constitution mon Trujillo, Antonio M. Mares, Euseclerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 26, Edwardo G. Galle for the proposed state of New Mexico bio Barela.
Precinct No. 60, Guadalupe M. F.
gos, clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No- 1, San Miguel (David Jimenez, Andres Gutierrez,
Precinct No. 27, Juz
Flavio
Jaramillo,
Fran- Baca.
TJrloste, Leandro Villanueba,
clerk ot election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 31, Emilio Martinez, cisco Sandoval.
Precinct No. 61, San Ignacio Ben
Precinct No. 2, La Cuesta Poriflrio igno Garcia, Jesus Aragon, Antonio
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 41, Agapito Martinez, Gallegos, George Pacheco, Francisco Pacheco- Flores.
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No: 52, Las Colonlas Arrl
Precinct No. 3, Las Vegas Sout- h- ba Cleofes Garcia, Vicente Valencia,
Precinct No. 46, Presiliano Sandova,
Jose Blea, Cruz Slsneros, Clemente Anselmo Bowles.
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 46 Juan B. Martinez, Angel.
Precinct No. 53, Enclnosa Dolore3
Precinct No. 4, Tecolote Simon Medina, Antonio ID. Torres, Leandro
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 47, Apolonio
Sena, Lopez, Doque Duran, Francisco E. y Trujillo.
Castro.
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 64, Mishawaka O. D.
Precinct No. 5, Las Vega3 Norfi - Black, Nasario Lopez, Anton Suhr.
Precinct No. 48, Toribio S. Sanchez
John Florence, Jose A. Gallegos, Frai'
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 55, Cherryvale D. F.
Precinct No. 51, Martin T. Garcia, Cisco Romero.
Juster, John W. Grimes, H. O. Morri
Precinct No. 6, Las Vegas Central son.
clerk of election, $2.00.
Felix Garcia, Eufemio Lucero y
Precinct No. 52, Vicente Valencia,
Miguel
Done at Las Vegas, San
Giron, Alberto Seorano.
clerk of election, $2.00.
county. New Mexico, this 22nd day
Precinct No. 7, San Antonio--iD- niPrecinct No. 53, Meximo Ulibarri,
of November, A. D., 1910, by the
cio Sandoval, Matias Portillos, Cres- board of county commissioners of
clerk of election, $2.00.
D.
Black, encio Gonzales.
Precinct No. 54, C.
San Miguel county, Newt Mexico.
.
Precinct No. 8, Upper Las Vega- sROMAN GALLEGOS.
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 54, P. Persona Lopez, Dolores Jaramillo, Meleclo Archbeque,
Chairman,
Silvlano Tofoya.
clerk of election, $2.00.
Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Precinct No. 9, Pecos Pedro Ri (SEAL)
Baca,
Precinct No. 8, Bonifacio
clerk of election, $2.00.
bera, Jose Barela, Latavlono Segura.
The account of Enrique Armijo
Precinct No. 10, Chaperito Dolores against the county for the sum of
Precinct No. 11,
Juan Abeytia,
clerk of election, $2.00.
Lucero, Canuto Lucero, Isidro Tatoya. $2.00 for Interpreter to the hoard is
Precinct No. 11, San Geronimo IP approved and ordered filed. "
Precinct No. 22, Anselmo Gonzales,
It Is now ordered that the board
clerk of election, $2.00.
po'lto Rolbal, Juan Gonzales, Juau
Allemand
do now adjourn.
Abeyta.
Precinct No. 28, Aguastin
Precinct No. 12, Rowe Pablo A.
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
clerk of election, $2.00.
Chairman.
Duran, Sena, Juan Barela, Ramon Benavidez.
Precinct No. 10, Felipe
Precinct No. 13, Rociada Juan Jose Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, ClerK
clerk of election, $2.00.
Precinct No- 6, Felipe Baca y Gar- Maestas, Jr., Jose Ignacio Martinez,
Juan C. Maestas.
cia, house rent, $2.00.
Office of Board of County CommisPrecinct No. 14, Sapello Franci&co
Precinct No. 44, Andres Chavez,
of San Miguel County, New
sioners
S. Montoya, Ollgorio Montoya, Julian
house rent, $2.00- Mexico.
Ortiz, Trujillo.
No.
5, Pablo.
Precinct
December 5, 1910.
Las Vegas, N.
Precinct No. 15, Las ManuellMs
house rent, $2.00.
of county commissioners
The
board
Antonio
G'trcia,
Barela, Encarnaclon Perea,
Juan
Precinct No. 12,
of San Miguel county, New Mexico,
Gerardo Trujillo.
house rent, $2.00- at 10:00
met in regular session
Anasticio
Precinct No. 16, Union
Dlmas,
Precinct No. 20, Casimiro
A. M.
o'clock
Eligio
Bustos, Francisco Arguello,
house rent, $2.00- Present: Chirman Roman Gallegos
Baca.
No.
Segura,
23,
Guadalupe
Precinct
and County Commissioners John S.
Al
Patricio
San
No.
17,
Precinct
house rent, $2.00.
Clark, and clerk and interpreter.
ValenPrecinct No. 34, Teodocio Valencia, bino Lopez, Sandido Aragon,
Commissioner
Absent:
County
tin Tenorlo.
house rent, $2.00- Benigno Martinez.
MaPrecinct No. 18, San Lorenzo
Precinct No. 1, Juan Garcia y LoThe minutes of the presious session
carlo
Montano, Placido Gurule, Eu$2.00.
house
rent,
pez,
were
read and approved.
2,
No.
Felipe Flores, gene Monsimer.
Precinct
matter of the petition of the
In
the
Precinct No. 19, McKinley ignacio
house rent, $2.00- Etc., of Precinct No. 4.
Citizens,;
Eusble
Hayes, Gonzales, Placido Lucero,
Precinct No. 3, Julianito
Comes now a committee of citizens,
Ahuerro.
house rent, $2.00in the southwestern pare
Precinct No. 20, San Juan A'.ejaa etc., residing
Precinct No. 4, Florentino Trujillo,
No. 4, at a place called
of
precinct
Ccisimiro
dro' Flores, Elias Lucero,
house rent, $2.00- Los Martinitos and respectfully pePedro Ribera, Dimas.
9,
No.
Precinct
tition this board that all of these
Precinct No. 21, Casa Colorado
house rent, $2.00- and all of the said settlepetitioners
Noberto
Tncinias,
Precinct No. .14, Anacleto Montoya, Paz Sandoval,
ment
Martinitos be annexed
Los
of
Chavez.
house rent, $2.00- to precinct No. 40, Bernal, for the
Antonio
Sabinoso
No.
22,
Precinct
No- - 15, Antonio Garcia,
Precinct
reason that the headquarters of pre
Sanchez, Alejandro Rodearte, Ansel
house rent, $2.00.
No. 4, and the place where all
cinct
mo
Gonzales.
Precinct No. 16, Jose Leon Gonzales
are held is too far and Inelections
Precinct No. 23, San Jose Cailns
house rent, $2.00.
for said citizens to vote
convenient
Precinct No. 17, Concepcion Alcorte Griego, Epifanio Lucero, Esquipuls and transact other business at the
Griego.
house rent, $2.00- of said precinct, and
Precinct No. 24, La Liendre Felipe headquarters
Precinct No. 18, Macario Montano,
No. 40 and its head
that
precinct
Felipe
Sanchez,
Espiridion
Tapia,
house re11. $2.00- within a' short disis
quarters
just
Ortiz, Martinez.
Precinct No. 21, Ciriaco
and
Ca tance of all these petitioners,
Blanca
Pena
No.
Precinct
25,
house rent, $2.00.
to
would
a
more
convenient
be
place
Precinct No. 22, Alejando Rodarte, nuto Ramirez, Bendito Duran, Tomas vote and transact other business by
,
Maestas.
house rent, $2.00.
Precinct No. 26, Los Alamos Wm. the said petitioners. And the hoard
Precinct No. 26, Jose N. Gallegos,
taken the petition In considFrank, Sr., Jose N- - Gallegos, Amado having decided
house rent, $2.00- to leave the matter,
eration
Precinct No. 27, Jesus Sanchez, Sena.
No. 27, San Pablo Jose stand until the next meeting In Jan
Precinct
house rent, $2.00.
inSenclon
Encinias, uary, A, D., 1911 and petitioners
Precinct No. 38, Simon Garcia y Dario Atencio,
to
matter
In
with
confer
the
structed
Gomez.
Juan
Montano, house rent, $2.00.
Precinct No. 28, Chavez Juan D. the residents and voters of precinct
Precinct No. 31, Cresencio Martinez
No. 4, and report to the hoard at its
Martinez, Teodoro Domlngues, Bernhouse rent, $2.00.
.
meeting In January, 1911.
ardo
Griego.
Precinct No. 32, Candelarlo Ullbarre
The quarterly reports of 1910 of
Precinct No. 29, East Las Vega- shouse rent, $2.00- the justices of the peace of precincts
Maes, Ben Coles, D. R. Murray, Charles
Precinct No. 33, Manuel
Nos. 9 and 39 were acted upon, apTamme.
house rent, $2.00- proved and ordered filed.
Precinct No. 35, Ocatavlano Salas,
Precinct No. 30, Canon de Manuell- The board does now take a recess
tas Luciano Martinez, Abellno Jara- until 2 o'clock p. m.
house rent, $2.00.
LuPrecinct No. 36, Encarnaclon
millo, Bernardo Lucero.
cero, house rent, $2.00.
Precinct No. 31, Puerteclto Anacle
Afternoon Session.
Montano, to Garcia, Indaleclo Sena, Juan Sena
Precinct No. 38, Luis
met as per recess at 2
hoard
The
house rent, $2.00- y Lucero- P.M.
Precinct No. 40, Gregorlo Zamora,
Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo Placido
Present, the same officers as of this
house rent, $2.00.
Rivera, Cleofes
Rivera,
Santiago
session.
morning's
Cecllio Lujan, Sena.
Precinct No. 43,
In the 'matter of payment of cer
Bouse rent, $2.00.
Precinct No. 33, Los VIgiles Bas- - tain bonds of San
county,
Miguel
Precinct No. 45, Juan Jose Gallegos, HIo Lopez, Agapito Martinez, Manuel
E. Martinez.
house rent, $2.00.
(To he continued.)
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No long waits
s X
shop. V.

1911

Clothes for

Buffet.

Delicious coffee is a feature
White Kitchen meals. 25 cents.
For Sale Horse, buggy and
ness. Inquire Mrs. L. P. Wright.

AT

ALIUS

BUST

j

LU DWIQ WIT.
PHONE MAIN

har-

Last evening the first rehearsal for
"Christopher Junior," the play to be
given on the evening of April 17 for
Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and fan- the benefit of the
park fund, was held
1017 Tilden. Telephone under the direction of Mrs. E. J.
oy gowns.
Main 357.
Every member - of the cast
was present The play is a snappy
-

Timothy Hay
White Cleaned

..Oats..

Bran Corn Corn Chops
AND

"OUR PRIDE FLOUR"

Las Vegas Roller Mills
131

and sign production and is full of
Automobile,
carriage
Interesting
painting by a practical painter, 429 situations.
The next rehearsal will
Grand avenue- .
be held Thursday evening at 7:30
o'clock inthe Carnegie library buildDaniel Higgina has been appointed ing. Three rehearsals will be held
postmaster at Cooney, Socorro coun- each week until the play is given.
ty. J. Garrison has received his ap- The cast Is ft strong one.
pointment aa postmaster at Leach,
Roosevelt county.
Miss F. E. Fenton died this morning
in the Becker hospital on the West
"A Brother'a Redemption," the first side where she had been for some
picture In which the popular actress, time. Miss Fenton was a healtbseek-e- r
Miss Florence Lawrence appears with
and had been in Las Vegas several
the Lubin Stock Co. Photoplay thea- years. She is survived
by wealthy
ter, tonight only.
relatives in Canada and the body likely will be sent there for burial. Miss
It is not likely that the council will Fenton had many friends who will remeet tomorrow evening to consider
gret to learn of her death.
the eewer construction
plans. A
meeting for that purpose probably
David Conway, a driver for the Las
will be held before the close of the
Vegas Steam laundry, left his horse
week, however.
standing untied in front of a residence on North Sixth street this
The American Woman's League will
Coles arrested
morning. Marshal
meet at the home of Mrs. Johanna
wiho pleaded guilty in the
Conway,
Vollmer on the Hot Springs boule- court of Police
Judge Murray. Convard tomorrow evening at 7:30 o'way was given a fine, which was reclock. There will be a demonstration
mitted. He paid the costs in the case,
of the baking of a blueberry cake.
which amounted to $3.

ESTABLISHED 187 0

Tin

First National Bank

The water is still running into the

Monday morning of next week the
term of the district court for
Colfax county will begin In Raton,
the county seat. Judge Clarence J.
Roberts will preside. Both the crim
inal and civil dockets have a consid
erable number of cases booked and it
is highly probable that the attention
of the court will be occupied for sev
eral weeks.

Agua' Pura company's new reservoir March
in the Peterson canyon. It is now up

to the secord inlet and has a depth
at the dam of considerably over thir
ty feet. The water covers a large
area.
of

Las Vegas people have received let
ters from M. C. Taylor, who, as rep
resentative of th.e Missouri Valley
Bridge & Iron company, superintend
ed the erection of the handsome ce
ment bridge across the Gallinas. Mr.
Taylor Is now building a bridge in
Augusta, Ark. His letters say he is
being bothered by high water, which
delays the work.

Rent for postofficfl boxes for the
quarter ending June "30 Is now due.
Postmaster F. O. Blood has stated positively that all boxes that have not
been paid for at the close of business
March 31 will be closed before the of
fice opens April 1. There is a large
demand for boxes now and all not paid
for will be rented to the first

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico

We H&ve Just Received
a New Shipment of

First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

ENGLISH STYLE BISCUIT
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

Hydrox
London
Petit Beurre

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

Tom Thumb
Vienna Sugar
Wafers

SUGAR
Clover Leaves
Champagne
Wafers

Perfetto

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Goods Called for and Delivered

SUNSHINE
Animals
Afternoon Tea
Butter Thin
Cocoanut Dain-

All

Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

ties
Cracker Meal
Creme Toast
Graham Crackers
Oatmeal

Repair Work a Specialty
614 Lincoln Avenue

LEST YOU FORGET. WE WILL HAVE
DURING LENT A FULL SUPPLY OF
SUCH AS

"

1

Halibut
Fennan Haddie, etc.

'

Salt Fish
New Norway Mackerel
Fisn
fj
Salt Herring, etc.
Also Canned Fish of all Kinds.

Smoked
-

Bloaters
White Fish'
Salmon

"

You undoubtedly

understand when we
say Hart, Schaffner
and flarx we mean,

Saratov Flakes
Takoma Biscuit

I. H. STEARNS

Charles F. Rudulph of Rociada this
morning submitted to a surgical oper
ation at the Las Vegas hospital. His
condition fh.la afternoon was reported
as satisfactory. Mr. Rudulph is an
and has many friends in
Las Vegas and other parts of San Miguel county, who will hope for his
speedy recovery.

Game

Margaret Haskell, the Infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Haskell,
Is recovering from a severe illness
with which she has been suffering for
several days.
Tony Faust Budweiser beer is
on tap at the Opera bay and Is one
of the finest draft beers, served over
any bar in the city.
I

on lot and
north
5th street,
Qhalf,
only
.$1,000
and Bath,. 2
lots, north llfh st. $1,800

GREENBERGER
"A Square Deal"

'

v

73

A SUPERB LINE

T . A,

A

New Rockers

g

Your

LET US SHO" YOU

Wool Blankets
Laundered Nicely

J. C. Johnsen & Son

They are ,'aundered perfectly
by our careful, scientific method.
They are washed in pure,
soft water and only specially
prepared woolen soap is used
to clean them.
This process makes them as
clean and sweet as when new,
it does not shrink them nor
run the colors in the border.
We dry them in a germ proof
room and finish them so the
nap is made as long and soft
aa when new.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn 227.

Retail Prices:

2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c
1,000 I tit.,' to 2,000 lbs., each delivery,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery,
50 lb., to 200 lbs., each delivery

Perry Onion
462,

& Son

Ranch Phone

276.

i

per 100 lbs.
25c
30c
40c

than 50 lbs., each delivery, 60c

Lese

per
per
per
per

110 lbs.
100 Ibt.
100 lbs.
100 Ibt.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

When You Buy

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors orf Natural Ice, the purity aad
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office T01
,
Douglas Avenue.,,

BAKERY GOODS
You Always Have

a Suspicion

ARE THEV CLEAN?
All OUR GOODS
are baked in "Hubbard's Portable Sanitary Oven," in a
sunny, brick room,
infa sanitary manner

TRY OUR

Whole Wheat Bread
for a Starter

SCREENED
Anthracite CoaLall sizes.
'

I

i

f

B.

VJ.

cSSs

LUMP

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

CONDON

Foot of 'Main St.

Phono Main 21

a iche rt'

TT
"BOSTONIANS"
Famous Shoes for Klen

(The Coffee Man.)

Par Quart, 50c Per

$1.50 to $2.00

FROM

IN PRICE

PLANT THEM NOW

Store Phone Main

Copyright Hart Sch.fTner & Mirl

$2,200

BOUCHER'S

& alien

of

facing Lincoln

Park

Our Onion Soto arc Boat

Rabbits, etc.

Graaf &, Hayward Co. Store

and Bath; 7th
street, on 2 lots,
close in...
$2,500

AT

15c

guarantee

on small lot; 7th
street, close in, only $750

old-tim- er

.

Poultry

The Best In Clothing.
Style, quality and
workmanship is beyond criticism. There
is nothing more to
consider but Fit, and
we personally look to
that with an absolute

By HARRIS REAL ESTATE CO.

on back porches

chickens stolen from poultry houses
and other depredation's committted.
So far the thieves have 'not attempted
to burglarize any homes.

Krispy Crackers
Cheese Sandwich
Cheese Stick
Fig Newtons
Ginger Wafers
Lemon Wafers

And they are all in our
window

Refrigerators

are being relieved of their contents,

PACKAGES

Pan Pans
Pretzelettes

The public that is in the habit of
attending the picture shows are, of
course acquainted with jfche famous
Scotch collie Jean, which has appeared In a number of the picture stories
of the Vitagraph company. The latest
of these "Jan" films is called "Jan
Rescues," and will be exhibited at
the Photoplay theater tonight.

city.

Sugar Wafer
Dainties
Tan Son
Veronique

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

Turkeys, Geese, Ducks
Hens, Springs,

SOME HOUSES
FOR SALE

The attention of the police is called
to sneak thieves who are nightly operating in the residence sections of the

WAFERS

Philopena

Halibut
Catfish
Sea Bass
Bancuda,
RedSnapper.Croppies
Smelts
Salmon,
Crabs, etc.
Oysters,

ILFELD

Phone Main 81,

A

Fresh Fish

379

-

Delicious coffee Is a feature
White Kitchen meals. 25 cents.

Phone Vegas 450

Hen mid
Young lien

of

Seats now on sale for Olga
at Murphey's and Schaefer's.

s

Phone Main

Good

at Long's

Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock

at Long's

Size, 25 Cents

THE STORE THAT'S

affner and Marx

-

COUPLED

.

Greenberger's

the Home of

Euffet

NICE AND FAT

--

i

-

YGUJ1 RAOTEED
GARDEN HOSE

1--PL

at Nolette's barber

Old Crow sold, over the bar

l)oJtDoru)apl))aclcml

600a

5

LOCAL NEWS

There's a difference between really good
shoes and simply good looking shoes. Yet
most men tray their shoes by the "looks"
by the appearance of the surface. This isn't
always a safe way to buy. For instance, the
of "Bostonian Shoes" is
appoaranco but
the through and through
closely imitated,
Equality never!
:
'
Every one of distinctive character!
,

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR

and BUILDER

Estimates Furnished od All Kinds of
Building Job Work a Specialty
Phone Mala 336.
Opposite Optic.

.','";

S3.50, $4, $4. GO, $5
Next to

Wells-Farg- o

Express Company

